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Editor’s Note

At the time of choosing this cover, Brett Kavanaugh is being “put on trial” for the “false allegations”
made against him by yet another woman just crying wolf in the eyes of the patriarchy. By the time I’m
barely through the editing process, Kavanaugh will be confirmed to one of the highest positions in the
United States government. His trial has somehow become the trial of women everywhere who have
made it “a very scary time for young men in America.” Oh my, we’re so sorry to have rattled your
arthritic bones to get you to pay even mild attention to the systemic abuse that has been happening
to women for centuries. To the fact that the very reason they don’t report right away when a sexual
assault happens is because it’s just as Louise told Thelma upon killing the latter’s attacker after he tried
to rape her in the parking lot of the dance hall where they met, “Only about a hundred people saw
you cheek to goddamn cheek with him all night, Thelma! Who’s gonna believe that? We just don’t
live in that kind of world.”
We didn’t in 1991 (and well before that) when Thelma and Louise came out, and we certainly don’t
now. Men who claim that they’re only picking up on the “vibes” a woman is putting out—asking for
it, if you will—then turn it around on women in claiming they were only giving her the “attention” she
was so clearly seeking. But no, a man at a party—the environs where Kavanaugh would prey upon
women too incapacitated to fight back against his aesthetic grossness and cowardly spirit—typically
always goes into it thinking there’s going to be “something there” for him (read: an orgasm, even if
stolen). Thus it can be said that even if something is not “intentional,” it is intentional. In the end, intent
underlies everything, even if it is only but a faint kernel in the mind. And what was in Kavanaugh’s
mind in going to these parties with fellow members of his goon squad (like Mark Judge) was that he
would “have his way” with one unlucky girl (and if it smacks of Bryce Walker in 13 Reasons Why,
that’s precisely because the two archetypes of these white privileged men are one and the same. It’s
just unfortunate that one of them is actually real, and about to be a major decision maker in policies
that affect women).
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And this, in turn, is what led me to settle upon the image of José de Brito’s “Mártir do Fanatismo,”
which can be found in Lisbon’s Museu Nacional de Arte Contemporânea. Painted circia 1895, it
depicts a woman being tortured by the Inquisition as she looks heavenward as though seeking some
sort of divine intervention, or at least, if nothing else, asking, “Why god why?” Incidentally, it feels all
too appropriate that the scandalized white men in power have been crying “witch hunt” (the same
way they think women have been crying wolf about their assault) considering that this is precisely
what females have had to endure in various iterations throughout the span of centuries. They have
been placed on torture racks, stakes, hooks, poles, spears (and even sometimes Britney Spears is
deemed as viable torture when played loud and ad nauseum enough) all as a means to remind
them of their place, to silence them from their truth. Unfortunately for the blancos that have reigned
supreme in both politics and the arts for far longer than their “skill” has warranted, women have let
too much of their anguish out of the Pandora’s box to suppress ever again, and it feels highly unlikely
that there is anything men can do to stuff it back in (like a dishrag gag into a girl’s mouth. So while it
feels like not much has changed since the time of de Brito’s tortured subject in “Mártir do Fanatismo,“
there is at least one thing that’s different: we are no longer so easily suppressible, so “content” to
remain muted as men persist in trying to bind us. They cut off our wings and then blame us for not
knowing how to fly (on their terms), to paraphrase Simone de Beauvoir. Yet even so, with our jank
wings, we continue to soar.

And if you’re wondering why the “tirade” before I get into the work featured in this issue of The
Opiate, it’s because, well, much of the contents, felt, to me, like a rallying battle cry (even the ones
by men). From the discussion of apocalyptic events related to the environmental (GiGi Gaczewski’s
“The World Without Night”) to the daily state of depression and wanting to die that tends to befall
a much higher percentage of females than males (Olivia Fenn’s “I Will Not Talk About Resilience.
I Will Not.”), the Fall, Vol. 15 lineup is rife with undertones that speak to the damage of repression
(ignoring glaring facts like climate change) and oppression.
To boot, we also have the continuation of Leanne Grabel’s Brontosaurus, one of the most unique
discussions of sexual assault and the subsequent trauma that comes out in very unexpected ways that
I have ever encountered.
It isn’t just a fear of expressing the truth at the risk of having it written off as “hyperbole” that plagues
so many of us at the moment either. There also exists the long looming threat of climate change that
we have both been told to and chosen to ignore. But the further into the future we are hurtled, the less
likely it will be for us to pretend so well that an insidious and irrevocable change hasn’t occurred. It
is this element that GiGi Gaczewski incorporates into her story, which explores a period in the future
during which the sun has not set in over fifty years. The current population’s inability to adapt to any
sudden cooldowns in temperature thus makes news of impending darkness (a.k.a. night) cataclysmic
in that no one will have the survival skills to withstand it. That being said, sometimes adapting can be
more of a killer than not (e.g. accepting the most flagrant example of Western world patriarchy the
world has ever known in the current U.S. government).
Olivia Fenn, our second ever to be published Australia-based author, delves into the psychological
with “I Will Not Talk About Resilience. I Will Not.” Centered around the ever dreaded group therapy
form of “healing,” our protagonist, Annie, must decide if she’s ready to “take the plunge” and talk
about what resilience means to her, if it means anything at all. For some of us, at this juncture, it is,
just as Annie says, more about survival than anything else. Resilience is, alas, some sort of luxury
not even the rich can lay claim to anymore—for it would entail actually being willingly cognizant
of the destruction all around us. And no one—least of all the rich—wants to be cognizant right now.
Unless, that is, he or she is the type of person to read this far into the editor’s note of a fringe literary
magazine.
“Kafka and Campari,” which continues nonlinearly from Winter, Vol. 12 of The Opiate, is an uncanny
exploration of how most of us feel once we so willingly enter the confines of a relationship that we
ironically believe is going to liberate us, with this invisible camera lens zooming in on us at all times
from the perspective of our significant other to file away all our flaws for later ammunition in the
inevitable and predictable war between the heteronormative man and woman.
Since The Opiate can’t help but invariably be drawn to the usual drama of Brooklyn existence, Darius
Jamal VanSluytman’s “The Call” (previously published on theopiatemagazine.com) is that all too
familiar probing of the so-called artist’s life in the twenty-first century milieu of battling for outlets and
Wi-Fi in some douche bag coffee shop playing faux pretentious “esoteric” music like Siouxsie and
the Banshees. And all because you can’t afford that glorious thing Virgina Woolf once spoke of, a
room of one’s own (though what’s necessary for productivity in NYC is an apartment of one’s own).
Then, to be sure, you would never leave the house, therefore would have nothing but time to focus
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on your writing, or so you tell yourself. And it’s a self-delusion quite easy to imbibe considering you’ll
never be able to afford anything other than a shared hovel. Even so, you always hear “the call” when
you are a slave to art for reasons of purity as opposed to reasons of profit (as most of us have been
conditioned to learn that the two are not synonymous unless you are Madonna in the East Village of
the 80s).
Ah, and speaking of New York and all the ways it fucks with you in terms of preying on your nostalgia
as a means to keep you constantly coming back for more, even when you know better and that you’ll
never be able to recreate how you first felt endless promise and possibility upon arrival, we have
Laura Mega’s extension of “The Man With the Circus Inside” from Winter, Vol. 12 (so many people
have seemed to reemerge from that issue, you should probably revisit it). In the unofficial follow-up,
“The Maggots,” she invites you to attempt to understand all the fuckery that must be dealt with when
you are an immigrant trying to get a visa (worst of all, an artist’s visa) in the xenophobic era of Trump
through the metaphor of the ever-rotting apple that is New York City. And yet, some of us seem
content to sustain ourselves on its sheer lack of nourishment.
James Kincaid’s appropriately titled for describing the present government “Seeking the Thugs,”
yet another choose your own adventure of the many ways in which things can go awry for women
simply for being women, offers us the account of two American girls, Terry and Sally, on vacation
from school in that strange pocket of England called Gloucestershire in search of a very specific kind
of thug. So the Thelma and Louise against the world vibe truly begins in this issue.
To that point, a prominent underlying theme in Teresa Burns Murphy’s “Hooks” is that of the virgin/
whore foil between best friends Sherry and Denise, in addition to “boys being boys”—getting away
with fuckery purely as a result of having “the correct” genitalia. Set in the mid-70s, the narrative
details the unwanted trouble that Sherry and Denise encounter when a red-haired man attacks them
while they’re sunbathing, prompting a kill in self-defense that, in turn, leads them into the clutches
of an ex-convict. Paranoid that they will be accused of wrong-doing despite doing nothing wrong,
the dialogue often harkens back to the very issue that sent Thelma and Louise into fugitive mode as
Sherry snaps, “Men have a way of twisting things around, making it our fault. It’s best just to stay
out of it.” But whether we want to stay out of it or not, we, as women, are involved. They make us so,
despite wanting our silence in exchange for already endless “understanding.” Understanding that
patriarchy runs the roost forever and always, right? So all signs would seem to indicate yes, if the
latest installment in Brontosaurus (which somewhat ironically begins with a quote from Woody Allen)
by Leanne Grabel is to be used as yet further evidence of how women are made to feel responsible
for their own sense of “ickiness” after they were soiled at the hands (read: penis) of a man who
wanted something he was not offered but simply felt like taking. But like anything that is taken from,
the reserves are limited—and women are running out of the “patience” that once facilitated their
silence. Even in the face of rich white men constantly being able to outrun their comeuppance. As
Sherry’s mother in “Hooks” phrases it, “Everybody thinks he’s a nice boy because he’s handsome
and his family has money. But he’s no good.” Again, the mind goes to Brett Kavanaugh.
No stranger to the poetry section, Amy Barry’s “Affliction” reminds “memories linger like watchful
ghosts.” So it goes that even “fond” memories of a relationship now over can turn painful as one
attempts to grasp at the phantasm of what was in a way that the mind is physically incapable of doing,
for our comprehension of the present is even more muddled with the purported “benefit” of hindsight.
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Gale Acuff’s religiously tinged “Sac” and “Four Bits” speaks to that lustful dynamic that can occur
between male student and female teacher (in this case, Sunday school teacher), with the affection
gone unreciprocated (as it should) on the teacher’s side (when put into a position of power, women
have more restraint than men, after all).
The tongue-in-cheek “On Marriage: A Sonnet” from Matthew Peluso (yet another author who
appeared in Vol. 12) serves to heighten this idea that perhaps only relationships, at least those of
the post-rom com epoch, can thrive when they are either 1) ephemeral or 2) not bequeathed with
the crushing weight of legality. Either way, women certainly don’t need it for anything anymore
(particularly since a rich man is hard to find unless you’re Grimes), which is only serving to heighten
the palpable tension between genders as one comes to grips with the very glaring fact that their
oppression is utterly groundless.
Expounding upon her prior pigeon-oriented “After a Time” from Vol. 14, Margarita Serafimova’s
“Pigeons Now Live in the Ruins” is a heart-rending but beautiful rumination on the freedom of the
breakdown, so to speak. A breakdown that applies just as seamlessly to “the system” as we know it,
which seems to be crumbling all around us in such a way that we haven’t known since the 1960s, the
last period during which such cataclysm felt omnipresent in the everyday. At least in the cush bubble
formerly known as the United States.
To that end, “Masks” by Joseph Buehler is a surrealist rumination on plastic surgery, you know the
thing that a certain Orange One must have had time and time again in the process of systematically
removing any sign of humanity (heart included). This theme of physical (ergo mental) manipulation
somewhat extends to Syed Zaman’s “Face-scape,” another tale of being haunted, as usual, by the
past. For, like Gatsby said, “Why of course you can” with regard to repeating it, or at least reliving
it over and over again in your mind. So it is that “ravages of time” infect “Emerald Eyes,” as well as
the “flesh of hope” (as Zaman puts it in “Paused Daydream”) that we’re all feeding off of as we get
through this thing called life.
Layla Lenhardt’s “We Were Only Children” has this (not to make an F. Scott Fitzgerald reference
again, but how can I help it?) “Bernice Bobs Her Hair” element to it, but of course, slightly less
malicious. Rounding out the poetry in this edition is Xavier Jones with the idyllic in its tragicness
“Standing in the Rain” and “Summer Storm”---and yes, it’s true that, just as in Shakespeare plays,
the weather is as much of a mirror of our emotions as anything else (though that might be a more
challenging claim to make as climate change becomes increasingly palpable).
Wrapping the motif of the issue up is a refletion on Margaret Atwood’s under appreciated The
Penelopiad, itself a meditation on the injustice endured by Penelope’s twelve slaughtered maids in
The Odyssey at the hands of Odysseus and Telemachus, generally speaking as a result of their “guilt
by association” to the suitors, but, more accurately, the “risk” of any form of matriarchy thriving. For
this is the biggest threat of all to the power-hungry men of the old guard that just won’t seem to fucking
die.
Genna Rivieccio
Paris, France
October 29, 2018
P.S. submit fiction or poetry to theopiatemagazine@gmail.com whenever you should feel so inclined.
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The World Without Night
GiGi Gaczewski

FICTION
T

he sun hasn’t set in over fifty years. At least
that’s what my grandmother says. She tells us stories
about how she used to watch the sunsets with my grandfather and the whole world would turn dark. I’ve never
seen that, although it would be interesting to watch. I
may get my chance, though, soon. News reporters say
that the sun has gone down a little bit and is starting to
set. When it disappears, I wonder where it goes.
“The end is near!” The bag lady that hangs
out on our street corner has been screaming, “When
the sun sets, so will your life!” I shrug her words off and
keep walking to school. Even though I can’t contain my
excitement to finally see that gorgeous, fiery ball set on
the edge of my little world. The news people haven’t
provided any information or a date yet, but I can feel
that it’ll be soon. My friend Mackenzie is waiting for me
a couple blocks down.
“Hey, Tipper, your shoelace is untied,” she
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reminds me as I glance down to make sure that it really
isn’t and then punch her gently in the arm.
“Not funny,” I grumble.
“Actually, it kind of is. Ready for another day of
mind-numbing lectures from Miss Codd? I can’t stand
her, but she decides—in her own idiotic words—my destiny.”
“Oh yeah, how did your mom respond when
you got a C on that paper?”
“Don’t even get me started.”
Mackenzie and I walk slowly on the sunbleached sidewalks. With any misstep we could step into
a hot spot that would melt our sneakers off. Hot spots
have developed over the past twenty years or so, shortly after the sun decided to stick around. The ground is
slightly higher in some spots, and the closer the ground
is to the sun, the more rays it soaks up and the hotter it
gets.
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By the time we arrive at
school, it’s almost time for homeroom.
It’s December, and Christmas
decorations adorn every doorway,
every hallway, with ornaments on the
ceiling. My grandmother has told me
stories about how busy school used to
be. How you couldn’t hear yourself
think in the hallways because of the
amount of noise. She’s told me about
the din over and over again, and
I’ll never stop imagining how much
better life was back then.
Now we have silly rules.
We’ve been taught, ever since I’ve
been able to speak, that words add
heat. Adults would say, “It’s already
hot enough, limit your words.”
The halls today are silent as
usual, but today it’s a kind of scary
quiet that makes my skin crawl.
“Hey Mack, is it me or is it
quiet?”
“You haven’t heard?” she
asks, her eyes so wide that they take
over most of her face.
“Heard what?”
“The sun’s sinking.” I had
never seen Mackenzie get so serious,
even though I’ve known her almost
my entire life. She’s always had
enough bubbly energy for the two
of us. If we were a battery, she’d be
the anode, I’d be the cathode. I guess
I’m not as ignorant as everyone else
seems to be around here. I hate how
damn hot it is all the time, but what
else can you do, I think, as a twitch of
worry flits across Mackenzie’s face.
“Don’t worry, it’s probably
nothing,” I assure her. “If it’s sinking,
it’s probably only a little bit. Cheer
up, weirdo.”
You can’t have two negative
sides of a battery, or it won’t work. So
I inform her how the two of us won’t
work if she doesn’t cool it as we walk
into Miss Codd’s room silently, but
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not carefully. Luckily, hot spots don’t
exist indoors. Miss Codd is an angry
and bitter woman, and has always
been sort of chunky. Mackenzie has
lived a couple doors down from her
for years, and each year all the kids
cross their fingers that they won’t
have to sit in a steaming classroom
with her. Although everyone was told
to limit their word count as soon as
we learned what words were, it seems
she’s been taught the opposite. Her
hot, putrid breath would smokes its
way across the classroom and hits you
in the face like a bomb.
The bell rings and Miss
Codd begins with her usual, “Sssssssit
doooooown.” Everyone follows her
directions out of fear that she’ll
breathe in our faces.
“Today we’re going to talk
about current events. The sun has
started to go down. Does anyone
have any comments on this? Anyone
at all?”
A small boy in the back of
the room raises his hand silently.
“Yes, Gary? What kind of
comment would you like to volunteer
today? Any remark will do.”
“Bad. Run,” Gary whispers.
I roll my eyes and look out the
window. Interestingly enough, instead
of the blinding brilliance that is sun,
it starts to look almost orange out. I
put my head down, trying to imagine
what dark would be like. Putting my
head down in between my arms is
nice sometimes, especially when I
imagine that the sun has disappeared
and I can’t see. I start to drift off into
sleep when a noise violently startles
me out of my scholastic coma.
“Students, this is Principal
Way speaking. Teachers, please
switch on your TVs to channel three.
Remain calm,” he continues, droning
through the loudspeakers, his words

reverberating off of the walls.
Miss Codd stomps angrily
over to her desk, seemingly vexed
that Principal Way would ever
interrupt her ever so interesting
lectures. The TV switches on to a
red screen with white letters spelling
out EMERGENCY. The screen then
changes to a seemingly ordinary
newsroom with a seemingly perfectly
coiffed news anchor sitting at the
desk. He looks nervous and twitchy
and sweat is starting to drip down his
forehead.
“Ladies and gentlemen,
please remain calm. The sun is sinking
as low as it has ever been in fifty years.
Experts predict that within the next
hour, it will disappear completely. I
would love to say that we shouldn’t
worry, but we recommend that you
stay in your homes, until we have
further information.”
Everyone’s listening, silently,
to the words that seal their fates.
Mackenzie scooches her chair over
and nestles her head on my shoulder.
Miss Codd had walked out of the
classroom in the middle of the news
report, while everybody else remained
in their chairs, their eyes glued to the
window as the orange in the sky has
faded to a dangerous red.
“The school is on lockdown.
I repeat, the school is on lockdown,”
a voice pronounces over the
loudspeaker. The doors swiftly shut
and bolt on their own.
“What a way to go out,
locked in a damn school,” Mackenzie
mutters.
“You know we aren’t going to
die, right Mack?”
“Scientifically
speaking,
along with the sun going down,
the temperature will as well,” she
mumbles quickly, “It’ll get extremely
cold and we’ll all freeze to de—” her

words are interrupted by a sudden
thud. A girl who had found her way
to the window, is now sprawled on the
ground. Everyone in the class stares,
mouths agape, and no one is moving
to do anything.
“Is she okay?” a voice offers,
yet no one moves.
“You’re the least scared out
of all of us,” Mackenzie nudges me
and whispers, “do something, Tip.”
I walk toward the girl, trying to hide
the fact that I’m shaking, fearing that
what I’ve just said to Mackenzie is
so very far from the truth. I reach
two of my fingers down to the girl’s
neck, searching for a pulse. I hope I
can find a pulse. Never trained in first
aid, I wouldn’t know what to do if I
find one, but I just want to know she’s
alive so we all can breathe again. I
keep moving my fingers, hoping and
praying. I give up after about two
minutes and move down to her wrist.
Still nothing. Her lips already have
started to turn blue—a beautiful,
hypnotic blue that I would find pretty
on a dress or a car—and I wish I
had looked at her lips first, rather
than making myself look like an idiot
searching for a pulse for what seemed
like way too long.
“She’s dead,” I whisper
solemnly, half hoping that no one’s
paying attention and misses what I
say. A wave of panic had overtaken
a majority of the students, all but
Mackenzie, who starts to sway as if she
were a mental patient in a straitjacket.
Some of the other students pound
on the door, screaming, which is
interrupted by another thud.
Mackenzie has dropped to
the cheap linoleum floor.
My best friend for my whole
life is now a heap on the ground as
if her body had given up an intense
battle. I don’t want to probe for a

heart rate, or the knowing look in
her eye that otherwise might show
consciousness. I don’t really want to
know whether she’s alive or dead.
Like Schrödinger’s cat, if the box is
never opened, the cat can neither be
alive nor dead. If I don’t check her
pulse, for all I know she’s just fainted
from the stress. She’ll wake up once
the sun sets and be just fine, I think,
until the next thud.
There’s only supposed to be
fifteen minutes until the predicted
disappearance of the sun. At this
point the sky’s an ominous dark
blue—not navy, more like indigo.
There’s a strip of magnificent color
with purples, pinks, oranges and
yellows that all meet at the climax of
a glowing half circle, something like
a dimming light bulb. Fear grasps
my heart for the very first time. I’ve
often been told that I get lost in my
thoughts, and it’s no different this
time. A crash of glass causes a rupture
in my train of thought, the tinkling of
shards hitting the ground. Someone
has broken a window. Two boys who
had been lurking in the back of the
room are deciding to make a break
for it—might as well be spending the
last ten minutes doing some dumb
shit like looting and pillaging, right?
As I mindlessly stumble through the
hole that used to be the window, I feel
something I’ve never felt before. The
skin on my arms starts to get bumps
on them, wind rushing by, but it’s not
hot, steaming wind, and somehow
this wind feels as if it’s fresh and new.
I start shaking, not out of fear, not out
of excitement, but because I’m cold.
I’ve never been cold in the entire
sixteen years of my life. Never really
thought of it before, but I’ve always
been a sweaty kid just like everyone
else.
Out in the courtyard of the

school, I climb up on a small hill. I
want to witness something I’ve never
seen before. I want to make the most
out of the one thing I’ve wanted
my entire life. Sitting with my legs
crossed, eyes glued to the sun as it
sinks, I remember all of the stories
my grandmother would tell me about
“nighttime” and what would happen.
She’d go to drive-in movies, to parties
around burning wood called bonfires
and even go swimming in the dark.
She’d romance me with her tales of
middle of the night adventures. As I
watch the sun sink lower and lower,
as the sky turns as ebony as the black
keys of a piano, I suck the fresh
nighttime air into my lungs, wishing
that my best friend’s pulse could still
exist along with it.
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I Will Not Talk About Resilience. I Will Not. - Olivia Fenn

I Will Not Talk About Resilience.
I Will Not.
Olivia Fenn

E

lderly people.
They depress me.
Yes—they’re lovely and polite and chivalrous
and (let’s face it) a little racist—but they are damn depressing. What with their hunched backs, dribble falling
down their chin, bad breath, backward ideals, chicken
legs and a laugh that rings out for a little too long. It’s
all too much for me. They used to be beautiful. Where is
their vitality? Youthful exuberance? Lust for life? Does
that all go when we reach eighty years old? Do we trade
in our perky boobs and straight posture for a bit of dribble and a walking stick?
Nothing, I think, is more depressing.
Still, I watched her.
The old woman. Over by the street sign. Meandering along. Walking at a glacial pace. Looking like a
decomposing corpse with cheap, red lipstick. Poor thing,
I muttered, wondering what she was like before the
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wrinkles, and the faded grey hair, and the yellow-stained
teeth. Perhaps she was a dancer. Or a gymnast. Or
someone with a large fossil collection and an obsession
with archaeology, digging up remains and touching old,
decaying bodies. Why, she could have been anyone! A
pilot! A firefighter! An artist! A dog walker! A murderer.
A mother. A nutter. A lover. And, all that potential, all
that life, all those memories, all that time—gone! Poof !
Invisible to the human eye.
Gets me thinking that perhaps my first therapist
was right.
“Annie,” she’d said, her voice low and menacing. “Your addiction is the same as your affliction.”
Thought it sounded like a bunch of spooky tosh
back then—made to sound shrewd and wise because
of the alliteration and the slant-rhyme. Now, I suppose,
I see her point. Staring at the old-woman (feeling sick
with sadness), not even blinking once (feeling sick with
sadness)—thinking, why can’t I stop staring?

I was sad about it all, you
see. Sad about all the loss in her life.
Sad that I will never know her life,
and she will never know mine, and
our paths will never intertwine again.
Sad that I could never talk about this
moment— not to anyone. Not to my
parents, or my friends, or my bank
teller, or even, my new therapist I was
about to see in—ah—five minutes.
My addiction is the same as
my affliction.
Yes, that’s starting to make
more sense now. Starting to sink in
a little bit. I love sadness—and I am
sadness. I hide behind the stuff, but I
revel in the stuff. I take it out of the
fridge at midnight and enjoy myself
a splendid feast of past griefs, and
sorrows, and childhood insecurities,
and then—just as day breaks—I
shove it back in (deeper and deeper
and deeper) so no one can see! No
one must ever see! And, while I attend
all the therapy my heart (and parents’
bank account!) can handle, nothing
will change so long as I seek all the
sadness out like a bee to the honey.
“Annie?” my mother’s voice
pierced the moment, bringing me
back to reality.
“Annie,
darling—you
there?”
Deep breath.
“Yes, yes, mum, I’m here.”
“Oh wonderful, darling,” she
said. “And, you’ve found the right
address?”
“Yes, mother.”
“Okay—you’ve only got a
few minutes. You should probably go
in and introduce yourself—”
“I will in a few—”		
“DAVID!” she yelled, going up an
octave. “David Johnson—oh my
God, how are you? It’s been too long,
yes-yes—the kids are wonderful. All
doing beautifully—yes—”
I
held my tongue.

“Just on the phone to my
daughter, but I’ll come over and have
a chat, yeah? Sounds lovely—”
She was gone now. The old
lady. My eyes drifted but a moment
to my phone, and she’d skedaddled
off without me. Come back! I felt like
screaming. Come back for me! Come
back and get your walking stick
caught in the curb. Or, better yet, you
play the “wounded soldier” and I’ll
play the WWII nurse. You fall over,
yell for help and I—a brave knight —
will march across the road (without
checking my left and right), hold your
hand and tell you the ambulance is on
its way. I’ll ring mother and tell her
therapy is cancelled because lookie
here! I’ve just gone ahead and saved
me a life. God owes me now. No
point whinging about my problems
to a stranger—not when I’ve looked
into her wrinkly face and found my
elixir, my purpose, my reason for
existing. I would find—in the simple
good Samaritan act of saving this old
lady—that I was a fool for worrying
so deeply about my sadness. A fool
that has been enlightened. That has
no need for therapy, or medication,
or long, serious talks with doctors.
I would’ve been off the hook.
“Alright, Annie”, she said,
abruptly. “Off you go—I’ll call you
in an hour.”
I took the hint.
Hung up the phone.
Inhaled (1, 2, 3, 4).
Exhaled (1, 2, 3, 4).
Realised breathing exercises
never work anyway.
And put one foot in front of
the other—in the direction of where
my brain said I should be heading.
Towards that house. On the other
side of the road. The one with the
freshly mowed grass, yellow curtains
and scattered garden gnomes in a
desperate attempt to appear more

“inviting.”
It was time for therapy.
Time
for
overpriced
conversation.
Time to be cured.
***
I’d done it before, though.
The awkward shake of the
hand, the awkward re-telling of my
life story, the suspect explanation of
why I wear long-sleeve shirts in the
middle of summer. But still I felt a
lovely swirl of anxious vomit riding
the waves of my stomach acid. And
a sense of impending doom and
gloom—as though I were walking
straight into the lion’s den. Straight
through death’s door. Straight into
the hands of Satan.
My body needn’t know it was
a mere suburban house.
Chin up, I tried telling myself.
Stop sulking, I said, my hand an inch
away from the door. Pull your bloody
head in and go be the pleasant and polite girl
your parents always dreamed of.
Like a normal person.
That always felt like a punch
in the gut.
Knock-knock.
My hands acted for me, I
suppose, as I realised social protocol
says one can’t stand at a door for
longer than ten seconds before it’s
considered peculiar behaviour. The
vomit hadn’t gone away, though. It
was whirling and swirling around
like the day I ate that dodgy kebab
from the shop with the old, rusty sign.
Good, I was thinking. Good that I can
feel the vomit just sitting there. Ready
and waiting. In case I need a quick
getaway. A puke and boot. A spew
and move. A chuck—and a stroke
of good luck—and I’m out, never to
return.
“Hi, I’m Annie—”
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“Annie, yes, Annie Fairlane,”
the woman said. “Everyone’s in the
room down the hall, go right ahead.”
“Oh,” I said.
What did she mean “everyone?” By “everyone,” was she referring to me and my therapist? It’s an odd
way to phrase it, really. I don’t mean
to be nitpicky but it sure was an odd
way to phrase it.
“You alright, darling?” she
asked, probably wondering why my
feet hadn’t moved an inch.
“You said ‘everyone’?”
“Yes,” she concurred, pausing for a moment. “It’s group therapy.”
***
Group therapy.
It depresses me.
Telling all my problems to
strangers as though they give a rat’s
arse. Listening to the mundane problems of strangers as though I give
a rat’s arse. Sure, call me Debbie
Downer—but I’d sooner invite Jack
the Ripper over for cheese and crackers than pretend for a second that
“group therapy” helps in the slightest.
Sitting around a room. In
plastic chairs. Adding a story or two.
Letting people in. I’m not capable of
such things. I can scarcely do the bare
minimum. The most basic of human
functions. Truly—I’m still working
on the right amount of times a day
to blink. How to boil an egg. How to
fold my clothes the way my mother
does. How to answer the question,
“How are you?” in an appropriate—
yet truthful—way. Somewhere between, “Good, thanks,” and “Yeah,
alright—just had three panic attacks
in a row because I had to buy bread,
what’s up with you?”
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I Will Not Talk About Resilience. I Will Not. - Olivia Fenn

versity.”

It’s a fine line, I s’pose.
“Resilience in the face of ad-

The male therapist said that
as I walked in the room. He pointed
to a whiteboard that had those words
smeared across it in block writing
—as though this were a kindergarten class. He gestured towards my
designated, plastic chair. A notepad
sat—ready and waiting—with the
words, “Be Brave” written across the
front in gold, swirly writing. Made me
feel sick, it did. Be brave, I thought.
Yeah, sure. How can I be brave when
I don’t know a single soul in this
room? When everyone’s scribbling
away—faster and faster and faster—
as though they know what to do. As
though they’re okay with all of this.
“That’s your task for today,”
he whispered. “Give us your thoughts,
or feelings on this topic.”
I read the topic again: resilience in the face of adversity.
My stomach did flips; almost
threatening me that it’ll just take one
more wrong move, one more burst
of anxiety, one more tense, intrusive
thought to tip me over the edge and
send last night’s carbonara all over
the floor—
“You’ll all be reading out
what you’ve written over there.”
He pointed at a black box
that sat about fifty centimeters off the
ground behind a large lectern.
“I’m sorry, I really don’t like
speaking in front—”
“Don’t worry,” he said, “this
is a safe space.”
“You’re wrong!” I tried telling him with my eyes. This is no safe
space. I smell danger. I smell anxiety-induced vomit arising in a minute
or so. I smell my mother’s eighty dollars wasting away on my panic, my

terror, my inability to breathe. I smell
exploitation. I smell fallacy. I smell
fear.
“Twenty minutes left to write,
folks,” he said.
***
Almost threw my chair at
them, I did.
Twenty minutes!
Twenty sad ol’ minutes.
Call me Foolish Fanny—but
I’d need three books, four daytime
television shows and several decades
to do justice to do this mammoth of
a task. How can trained professionals
assume I can whip up some magical
conclusion in twenty minutes? Are
they asking for another mental breakdown? Like, c’mon, Annie—we know
you’re stuck in a room that smells
like off-brand food and farts, but why
don’t you do something that’ll quadruple your anxiety and plummet
your self-worth into minus degree
temperatures?
Ridiculous.
They gave me a pen.
I tried making the obligatory joke to the girl to my left that I
had no idea how to use a pen because
I’m a millennial and only screens
and buttons and emojis make sense
to me. She didn’t laugh. Not even a
sad chortle. Tough crowd, I thought,
wondering why everyone was taking
this so seriously. Wondering why I revert to dull attempts at humour when
I was nervous, on the brink of a panic
attack, forced to talk about “resilience
in the face of adversity” in front of a
bunch of strangers.
Not all of them were strangers, though.
I recognised the girl on my
right. She had this wild neck tattoo

that looked like a serpent trying to devour her earlobe. I asked her about it
back then—when we were in the hospital. Asked her what it meant. She’d
told me to mind my own business and
that it was rude to ask about other
people’s tattoos, and didn’t my mother teach me any manners? I went a
shameful shade of red, and turned
away. Thinking she’d probably gotten it when she was drunk. Why else
would she get so defensive?
Never thought I’d see her
again, that’s for sure.
But here she was. Scribbling
away in a loud and presumptuous
way. Like, we know. You’ve got things
to say. You’re really clever. You’re not
stumped like the rest of us are. She
reminded me of the not-so-smart
people back in school who did tests as
though they were a character in a farcical play. The way they’d sigh—extra dramatically—when they’d turn
the page. Or write with such ferocity
that their pen nearly went through
the paper.
I sat there scowling at the girl
with the neck tattoo—trying and failing to remember her name. I never
remember their names. We shared
the same dining hall for a couple of
months. We knew each other’s medication, and (for the most part) psychiatric history. We knew the ones who
refused their dinner, and the ones
who refused their pills. We knew the
ones with a boyfriend they’re constantly texting, and the ones who have
never felt so lonely in their life.
But my brain never processes
their names.
And I suppose I can sit here
and blame the organ sitting inside
my skull—but I don’t put in any effort either. What’s the point? We all
end up leaving and possibly only see

these people again in line at the supermarket where neither of us care
to acknowledge the other for fear that
our past be exposed in public. What’s
the point if all our “relationship” is
leading to is awkward side-eye glances in Coles, while we check our phone
in a scramble to look busy.
At least she put something
down, I guess.
I tried.
(A bit).
Placing my pen on paper,
hoping some magic force or spirit would possess me and use my
body as a writing tool for something
avant-garde and brilliant. Preferably
Shakespeare or Sylvia Plath—but
again, anyone will do.
“Fifteen minutes, folks.”
The female therapist said
that, almost sadistically.
I settled for writing the task
given to us at the top of the page,
largely because the therapists had
their eyes on me. Probably wondering
why I’d been staring at the girl with
the neck tattoo for five minutes.
Resilience.
In.
The.
Face.
Of.
Adversity.
Well, I thought, I suppose I’ve
been through my fair share of adversity. I
could, I suppose, write about depression. That insufferable disease that’s
been hanging over me like a bad
smell from day one. A bad smell that
no one can smell but me. As if I’d accidentally smeared rotten fish just beneath my nose—and only I had the
pleasure of sniffing such a delicacy.
Everyone else could smell meadows
and daisies and spearmint, it seemed.
No. I pinched my leg and reminded

myself. Think of your audience. As
though this were some theatrical performance put on for the highest class
of society. What a bore it would be to
stand there and talk about the thing
we all had in common. Pretending I
was some heroic, intellectual type—
sprinkling my wisdom on a room that
asked for none of it. That cared for
none of it. These were people that
understood the deadly task of getting out of bed every morning. The
discomfort you feel all day, every day
when nothing—and I mean, nothing—can shake the spiral of sadness
that no drugs, or food, or therapy can
come close to stopping. I’d probably
do more good standing up and teaching everyone their 6x timetables. At
least then it’d be somewhat educational.
But these people.
They knew.
They already knew.
Then, I thought, scribbling
the words “anxiety” and “social
anxiety” on the page only to scratch
them out; there goes my other mental
illnesses. Bye bye depression. Farewell, anxiety. Au revoir, social anxiety. What good are they? They’d go
down perfectly in front of a bunch of
norms. They’d be nothing short of a
crowd pleaser at anywhere but group
therapy. Ah, but just as I was about to
put my pen down in defeat and talk
about being a woman in a patriarchal
society, the male therapist said the
magic words—
“Think about why you’re
here.”
I thought when I came here
the words would become meaningless. That if I said them enough—to
the therapists, to my family, to the
people around me—they’d lose their
power. Their oomph. Become sore
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and stale like a shortbread biscuit left
out for a couple of days on the kitchen bench. But, each time I said the
words, my insides would wobble. And
I’d tell them: steady on! Keep it together! No
time to fall apart during a conversation over
toast and tea! Still, the wet, slithery bastards formed themselves of their own
accord. Ignoring my advice. Plunging

I Will Not Talk About Resilience. I Will Not. - Olivia Fenn
“adversity.”
How can I get up and talk
about choosing to die when I don’t
really understand it myself ? None
of it makes sense to me. No one’s
explained it. All I get are frightened
looks, questions upon questions from
psychiatrists, a few “get well” texts
and useless, bloody flowers. I feel like

state of anxiety. Think of something
without complexity. Think of something that cannot speak; or think; or
even, feel. A brick wall was always my
go-to. A brick wall couldn’t think, or
speak or feel. It just exists. But, this
day—though, I’m not sure why—it
didn’t work. All I could think about
was the old woman. That poor old

“...just as I was about to put my pen
down in defeat and talk about being a woman in a patriarchal society, the male therapist said the magic words...”
down my cheeks in defiance.
Funny, isn’t it?
In a world where we’re taught
that life is a gift—a gift that is sacred
and wondrous and beautiful, and every second is to be cherished—I chose
to die. In a life where the news gives
us daily statistics of the thousands of
innocent victims who have lost their
lives in unfair, tragic circumstances. I
chose to join them. Me. A simple, ordinary, seventeen-year-old with layers
of privilege so deep that you’d have
to go rummaging hard to find something even remotely related to real
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trading in their pitiful looks and late
apologies for an explanation. No,
I thought, I will not. I will not talk
about resilience.
I will not.
***
Time passed.
Predictable, right? And my
notepad miraculously filled itself up
with words and sentences (and apostrophes in the wrong places). My second therapist used to tell me to think
of something good when I’m in a

woman. How I wished I’d said hello to her. How I’d wished she’d had
a straight back, a face without wrinkles, a smile without gaps. How I’d
wished she took me under her wing,
and taught me all the life lessons there
are to learn. Take talking in front of
a group, for example. Lord knows I
needed it.
“Um,” the female therapist
said. “Thank you, Jane, for that interesting take on resilience in the face of
adversity.”
Jane. I found out the girl with
the neck tattoos’ name. Jane. It star-

tled me. Gave me a jolt in the
stomach. “Plain, strait-laced Jane”—
her parents probably thought she’d
become. No one called Jane ends up
in a psychiatric hospital, or a group
therapy session, or with a neck tattoo.
How wrong they were!
“Yes, very interesting,” the
male therapist said, clearly hiding a
smirk.
Jane was oblivious, though.
Oblivious that the room collectively
sniggered as she stepped down from
the black box and bounced back to
her chair. Makes sense, I thought,
someone with the audacity to call
her dad walking in on her having sex
“adversity” must lack all forms of
self-awareness.
“He never looked at me the
same,” she’d said, wiping her tearstained face for emotional effect.
“But, you know, I still got up the next
morning and, like, poured his juice
for him at the breakfast table. Because
life’s too short to be embarrassed all
the time, right?”
“Yes, ah—let’s move right
on, shall we,” the therapist said with
a sigh. “Annie Fairlane, you’re up.”
My legs pulled themselves
up from the plastic chair without my
consent.
And sure, call me Barmy
Belinda—but I swear to you. My
body teamed up against me to stop
me from walking. My stomach
dropped to my ankles, as if on cue.
My anxiety grabbed hold of my
body—using every force she could to
stop me walking. Get me out of there.
Hey! she yelled to my body parts, I need
a shaky wrist, sweaty underarms, intrusive
thoughts and a trembling lip pronto! The girl
wants to speak in front of people, for God’s
sake! Give her hell!
And—oh, I know how
inappropriate this sounds—but can

one help their own thoughts? The
deeply uncomfortable, intrusive,
suicidal thoughts that landed me
in this joint in the first place? The
word “defenestrate” popped up
frequently—but, lucky for me I
guess—the right side of my brain
did a good job reminding myself that
we were on the ground floor of the
house. Defenestrating would mean
falling a couple of inches on soft grass.
Not exactly an A+ effort for suicide,
is it? The best mode of suicide, I
thought, as I brushed awkwardly past
the lanky guy with the Nickelback
shirt on, would be to find a sharp
object (perhaps a knife from the kitchen)
to puncture an organ or two (yes, yes,
that’ll do the trick).
Too late.
I was there (on the black box.
Paper on lectern, all eyes on me).
In the cage. About to fight
to death with an alligator, or lion,
or giant tarantula. Suddenly I was
a criminal—a worthless, scum of a
human—fighting in a gladiator ring.
The crowd soared and spat insults at
me. The smell of rotting corpses from
the morning’s earlier fight stung my
nostrils with every breath. My shoes,
sticky with blood, made a squelching
noise as I hopped up onto the box
and looked out at the room. A room
whose eyes asked for something—but
what was it?
“Annie Fairlane?”
The female therapist said
that.
I could see them now.
Twenty people sitting in
plastic chairs looking up at me with
notepads in their hands. They have
no idea, I realised. No idea of the
fright—the terror—no, the rage
coursing through my veins from this
act. Such a simple act of stepping
up on a box, and sweating from the

lights, and worrying about whether
my sweatiness is visible.
And I could never tell them.
Not in words. Those useless things.
How walking on stage renders my
body into a sort of catatonic state—
how I am like a girl who’s just been
kidnapped, or mauled by a bear,
or had her deadbeat father walk in
asking for a second chance. A girl in
those circumstances would look as I
do now, I imagine.
Instead, they just see a girl.
***
“So—um,” I began.
“Resilience.” I paused, taking
a breath. “Resilience is the ability to
bounce back in situations deemed
tough or difficult to recover from.”
A definition. The room
collectively sunk in their seats,
buckling
up
and
preparing
themselves for a five-minute window
of daydreaming about lunch. No one
with a grain of self-respect begins
with a definition. It was rule number
one. It’s not even in the rule book, it’s
just assumed knowledge. I could feel
the audience slip from my grasp. Come
back to me, I begged.
“Resilience,” I repeated,
using my left hand to pull the
microphone to my mouth. “I’ve no
fucking idea what that means.”
The room shot up; their eyes
widening in excitement, as a collective
murmur waded through the audience.
Aaand, they’re back, I thought, feeling
quite proud of myself. Knowing the
trick with teenagers is to use a swear
word in front of an authority figure.
It gets them every time. I don’t enjoy
having a foul mouth, but only some
words are raspy, gritty and harsh
enough to do exactly what I need
them to: awaken.
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I paused.
“Sorry,” I said. “But just because I’ve been through my fair share
of adversity, doesn’t mean I’m suddenly a master of ‘resilience.’”
Someone whooped in the
audience and I felt a little braver,
managing to look a few of them in
the eye. They had that rebel schoolchildren look a class makes when they
band together against a teacher. Or
the way the grocery store collectively
stares at the little boy brave enough
(or stupid enough) to stand up to his
mother. Lookie here! This quiet, red-head
isn’t following the assignment! Shit’s about
to hit the fan! Let’s hope she rips up her notepad and starts an uprising! Yeah!
I even managed a smile.
“And I’ve read all the blogs.
The ones that tell you to pick yourself
up, go for a run, pick some flowers,
eat a piece of fruit.” I paused. “You
know, normal people stuff.”
The room laughed. I knew
this would happen—the word “normal” will always spawn a giggle or
two. You make fun of the norms in
a room full of abnormal folk and—
boom—laughter rings out as though
it were on cue. It’s science.
“But these blogs don’t work
for me,” I said, forcing myself to
sound sad.
“No amount of kale recipes
and reminders to STAY HYDRATED seems to cure my disease—or
make me ‘resilient.’” I took a deep
breath. “Still, people attach the word
to me all the damn time. They told
me I was resilient when a psychologist
diagnosed me with anxiety and depression at age, uh...” Annie thought
back, “Thirteen, I think it was. Yeah.”
It took every inch of willpower, every bout of discipline, every
piece of energy stored up in my mind
to say the next few words. The ones
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I wasn’t even brave enough to say
aloud; alone; in my room; with only
my ears to hear them.
“And, um,” I continued,
without looking up. “Then people
tried to assure me I was this resilient,
optimistic superstar when I’d tried to
kill myself. When I’d tried to—”
“Enough.”
The male therapist said that.
I’d gone too far.
Said too much.
Touched a nerve I wasn’t
meant to touch.
That’s the problem with
these people, I thought. They’re
afraid of the façade falling. They’re
afraid of the moment people go off
script. When the usually stamped out,
censored thoughts of real life, real feelings—pain, suffering, the “lot”—rise
to the surface and beg to be heard.
Quick! They scramble around.
Shove it back in! Take that back! Make it
unsaid! Please!
I imagined her, then.
The old lady.
Chuckling at them with her
stained teeth, and her bad breath,
and a little dribble falling down her
chin. She no longer depressed me.
She stirred something in me—something sacred—yes, sacred!—kept in a
locked box above my chest, and behind my beating heart, where no one
can see but me.
A secret.
An idea.
An inkling.
shit.

Resilience, I realised, is bullIt’s survival that matters.

Kafka and Campari (cont’d)
Christoffer Felix Wahlberg

T

hey say love is blind. But obviously “they”
never moved in together. You woke up one day and found
yourself in a bright curtainless studio apartment. The
sun was reflecting off of a secondhand Ikea table with
two black plastic chairs folded underneath. You looked
around, counted the cardboard boxes and caught your
reflection in the black, dead screen of my aunt’s old TV.
You were sitting on a mattress on the floor wondering
how quickly things had changed. Next to you there was
a person you barely knew. You lifted the sheet and observed the hills of naked flesh and noticed a hairy erection winking enthusiastically at you from somewhere
behind his lint filled belly button. You felt a mix of love
and confusion and wondered who this person was and
where he came from.
Love isn’t blind. Love is a microscope and the
longer you are in a relationship, the closer you look.

Twelve years ago we moved in together and,
while I still slept, you unpacked your microscope, assembled it and placed the poor snoring boy under its gigantic lens. I could never keep up. My own microscope was
a pitiful thing. The kind you give a seven-year-old child
for Christmas, packed in a Styrofoam silhouette and
barely more powerful than a magnifying glass. But you,
your mother made sure you came better equipped. And
with each year that passed, you used a stronger lens.
Click, zoom x 1, he can never sleep.
Click, zoom x 2, he needs new clothes.
Click, zoom x 3, he should start exercising
more.
Click, zoom x 4, why doesn’t he pay his bills on
time?
Click, zoom x 5, he should talk to his friends
more often.
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Click, zoom x 6, I wish he
would be less critical of my friends.
Click, zoom x 7, he wants to
be a writer but refuses to take advice.
Click, zoom x 8, he drinks too
much.
Click, zoom x 9, he never
really listens.
Click, zoom x 10, he is getting
paranoid.
Click zoom x 11, he is never
going to leave Paris.
Click zoom x 12, pick up your
underwear, you monster.

Kafka and Campari - Christoffer Felix Wahlberg
Did you know bartenders
wear black for the same reason doctors
wear white?
I was walking along Helsinki
Boulevard.
The world was gently turning
on its axis and I was thinking about
how Wittgenstein once said “The
limits of my language mean the limits of my
world.” The sun was up and warm and
the city was purring. Along the lawn
of the Boulevard’s park, sunburned
men sat shirtless on yellow plastic bags,

And along the path, groups of young
mothers were sitting on the benches,
their prams parked in shaded rows
while they nursed their infants and
felt understood and supported and
useful and superior as they shared
their troubles and unwanted advice. I
remember thinking I would have done
anything to stay out there, in the light,
surrounded by those calm and happy
people. But that was not my fate.
Suddenly I was walking down
the piss-drenched ramp to the staff
entrance and reluctantly stepped

“They say love is blind.
But obviously ‘they’ never
moved in together.”
I guess I was hoping you
would run out of lenses. But in the end
you just ran out. I think the turning
point was when you started listening
to your friends.
Is this the part where I start
listing all the changes I promise
to make? Where the faults I have
accepted and the ones I haven’t are
one by one crossed off your checklist?
I would do anything. But I can’t
promise to be perfect. Because there
are too many demons living in the
apartment of my mind, and their
rent is so low and they’ve settled in so
nicely. I doubt I will ever get them to
leave.
I need a better distraction.
x
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sweating happily under the cords of
their long unwashed hair. The sunlight
sparkled in their nipple rings and I
smelled cannabis and hand-rolled
cigarettes. Leaning back on their
hands, the men moaned contently
and tore warm bottles of beer from
a tipped over twelve-pack while
Judas Priest screamed metallically
from a portable stereo next to them.
Now and then a hand would pop
up in the air waving the Sign of the
Horns and they would all whip their
hair back and forth in enthusiastic
cooperation. Further down the park
near the kiosk, the Asian tourists in
dark sunglasses and beige floppy hats
were desperately flailing with their
maps trying to fight off the seagulls
diving after their soft serve ice cream.

into the flickering darkness of the
basement. Into the smell of beer
and vomit, into swarms of alcoholic
fruit flies, into the madness of the
boxed in night. The transition from
a summer afternoon to the cavern of
the wounded nightclub was so fierce
and soul-wrenching I was convinced
they were parallel universes.
Upon entering, I turned left
to the staff entrance and made my
way through the narrow corridor,
past the office and into the tropical
funk of the unisex locker room.
There I undressed, turned shirtless
to flex my muscles in the mirror,
smiled synthetically, shook my head
in disappointment and pulled out the
rolled up mess of black cloth that I
had tossed at the bottom of the locker

after my previous shift. The first thing
I did was assess the damage of my
work shirt by sniffing the armpits.
Then I stretched it out on the bench
in an attempt to make the wrinkles
less obvious and, using a wet kitchen
towel, I made a lazy attempt to rub
away the stains of the previous night.
Lime, flecks of sugar syrup, raspberry
puree and blood fading just enough to
be accepted.
When I stepped into the walkin fridge to get the limes, the cold air
slapped me in the face and I got a rush
of adrenaline. I woke up, looked at the
my watch and realized I only had two
hours to prep the bars.
I need a better distraction.
x
When you told me you wanted
three children, all girls, I wasn’t silent
because I was disappointed, you just
caught me off guard. In my brain,
I shook Kafka awake, he had been
snoozing behind his dusty old desk.
“Quick! What do you know
about girls?”
Like some senile librarian, he
coughed to wake himself up and then
started to mumble.
“Girl...GIRL...girl?
Just
give me a moment, I know I have
something on that.”
Then he rolled himself on the
chair over to a file cabinet where he
began shuffling through index cards.
“Girl. Hmm…see: sister.”
He held up an image of my
sister, Caroline, middle-aged and still
disappointed in me. My face twitched
and my eyes started looking for the
exit.
“No? Something different?”
Kafka asked.
Hemingway, always curious,
joined him. There was more shuffling
of cards.

“How about this: girlfriend?”
Hemingway giggled and held up the
card.
I was attacked by flashes of
past relationships: blow jobs in taxis,
half-naked bodies fucking in elevators,
in classrooms, in changing rooms.
“AAARGH!!” I shouted in
your face.
Kafka roared “Stop, that’s
making things worse!”
But Hemingway knocked
Kafka’s chair with his rump and sent
him crashing into the shadows. “Let’s
see here, how about this: pink dresses?
No? White ponies? No? Castles and
fairy godmothers?” I was about to
faint.
“Aha…here we are: Batgirl.
Batwoman. Superwoman. Wonder
Woman. Jeanne D’Arc. Marie Curie.
Emily Dickinson.”
Finally, familiar territory. I
calmed down.
Hemingway poured himself
a single malt whisky, flicked on an old
film projector, dragged my parietal
lobe closer and eased himself down
onto it. Kafka emerged moments later,
pushing his chair and cursing. He
found a spot away from Hemingway
next to my occipital lobe, lit a bent
cigarette and watched the images as
they appeared.
I saw a little girl curled up
with her head on my chest as I read to
her from One Thousand and One Nights.
I saw myself pretending to eat cakes
made of sand while sipping carefully
on dandelion tea. I saw pigtails trailing
in the wind as she rode her bicycle for
the first time on her own and I saw
myself comforting the bruised knee
that followed. I saw myself cheering
her on in the hockey rink, the tennis
court, her school exams. And then
I saw her at the prom. Jesus Christ!
The prom! She had inherited your
looks and there was an army of boys

around her, a pack of wolves that I
was fending off with a burning stick.
But then I realized that she had also
inherited your wisdom and I didn’t
have to worry. Finally I saw her, she
was our age, sitting on a couch with
a baby in her arms and a huge proud
smile.
After an awkward silence, I
finally relaxed and said, “That would
be nice.” And I meant it. Later, when
the doctor told us we were going to
have a boy, I don’t think you were
disappointed, but I think you were
unprepared. I could see you processing
it.
“Boy, what do I know about
boys?” your brain seemed to ask before
shuffling through its own index cards.
“See: boyfriend,” it said and I caught
the fleeting look of panic as it shot
across your face.
I need a better distraction.
x
My father lost almost all his
hair overnight at the age of nineteen,
and for as long as I can remember he
would tease me about it, saying, “Just
wait, soon it’s your turn,” and point
at his own shiny pale head. It made
me neurotic. I used to run my hands
through my hair and, panicking,
count the number of strands, trying
to remember how many it had been
the day before. When I turned thirty
and it still hadn’t happened, I thought
I had dodged a bullet, and stopped
thinking about it. But now, looking
at my reflection in the spoon, nose
bulging like a cartoon character, trying
to find a reason not to finish eating the
bowl of muesli in front of me, I can see
that something has changed. It looks
thinner, and what once was a straight
line of hair across my forehead, has
begun to take on a V-shape. A flock of
birds flying south for the winter.
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I need a better distraction.
x
I used to think the house
I grew up in was built out of books.
Colorful bricks layered vertically into
beautiful walls. My father read to me
and my sister every night. I remember
lying beside him in the dimness of the
evening light, listening to the Brothers
Grimm or One Thousand and One Nights,
and imagining the sound of the forest
that loomed over the girl in Little Red
Riding Hood, or the smell of the desert
and the sweat of a hundred bandits
carried in the wind. I remember the
excitement, the fear, the anticipation
and the relief that transported me into
distant worlds. And always, flowing
like a current between the lines, I
remember a feeling of love and safety.
When my father later started
travelling for work, he read and
recorded the stories, filling cassette
after cassette that we would play
over and over with my sister when
he was gone. Over time, more and
more cassettes came, until they stood
like a tower. At first I was thrilled. I
could listen to any story at any time.
But slowly I began realizing what it
meant. One day, my father told us he
needed to write the next chapters of
his life alone. One day, he left and no
matter how many times we played the
cassettes, he didn’t return. I think I
started to write stories because I hoped
it would bring him back.
I need a better distraction.
x
You once suggested that I try
writing children’s stories as a way to
balance things out. So today I decided
to give it a shot. And honestly, in my
mind that was what I was doing. But
now, reading it, I realize I might have
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Kafka and Campari - Christoffer Felix Wahlberg
taken a few wrong turns.
Once upon a time, I was lying on
the couch in my tiny Paris apartment, feeling
lobotomized by the heat and lack of interesting
things in my life, when there was a knock on
my door. Reluctantly, I rolled myself out of
my cocoon and, upon opening, I recognized
the tormented profile of Franz Kafka
immediately. I could tell from the swaying of
the young dark-eyed man in front of me that
he was very much drunk.
“I can’t take it!” he bellowed as he
stormed in. “How can people read such shit?”
He tossed a book on the floor and proceeded to
heave himself onto the brown lumpy couch.
I picked up the book and looked it over. The
Da Vinci Code by Dan Brown? It was
damp and falling to pieces. Kafka must have
tried to tear out the pages, and in failing to do
so, had resorted to chewing them to shreds. I,
understanding his pain all too well, decided to
give him some space.
Hugging and pressing my wife’s
favorite pillow, the white one with the
pineapple on it, over his own face. His voice
came to me muffled and full of despair. “Fuck
thrillers and those that write them! Don’t they
realize that the human mind needs the abstract.
If we don’t get it in books, where we know it
is fake and beautiful, we begin inventing it
around us. If we don’t create magic in art it
is pushed out of reality. News, religion, all
that shit comes from reading boring realism.
Do you have anything to drink?” I hesitated,
unsure if it would be kerosene or water for
his fire. But he began moaning painfully, so
I poured a tall glass of brandy and added a
splash of tap water.
“Bless you” he said, reached
out from underneath the pillow and with a
sarcastic flair, drew an imaginary crucifix
in the air. Then he downed the drink in one
gulp and once again hid his face behind the
pineapple where he began to sob.
This went on for a while until he
suddenly bounced up, sending the pillow flying
across the room.
“Let’s go get them!” he shouted,
grabbing my arm and pulling me toward the

door. I had to make a decision. I needed to
be the responsible one. “Stop!” I said. And
picked up the lead pipe I kept in the hallway.
“We might need it.”
Outside I expected the sunshine, the
sound of children laughing or the warm earthy
smell of rotisserie chicken wafting through the
wind to have a calming effect on him. But
the opposite happened. He swayed more than
ever as we ran through the street, pushing the
crowds shopping for their Sunday fruits aside.
As we made our way forward, passing the
small round garden behind the church, a man
on the bench with a black cat in his lap cried
out to us. “Franz! Where are you going? It is
I, Bulgakov.”
After a quick exchange, he happily
joined our cause armed with his revolver. And
soon after, lurking in front of St. Antoine
Catholic Elementary School, rubbing his
crotch, was Nabokov. And at the scene of
a car crash on Rue de Passy, J.G. Ballard.
Outside of an old folks’ home, John Banville.
And the final member of our quest, dressed
in Bermuda shorts and his iconic green
sunglasses and staggering off the Trocadero
carousel, Hunter S. Thompson. We moved
like a pack of hungry wolves and as Bulgakov
started passing a bottle of unfiltered Russian
vodka around, we became more and more
excited. “Wait!” Franz shouted and stopped
just as we were reaching the Eiffel Tower. “I
see someone.” He squinted and pointed at two
figures huddled over each other on one of the
park benches in the distance. “Is that...holy
shit boys, it’s Candish Bushnell, and who is
that she is giving a hand job to? Fuck me it’s
Dan Brown! We hit the mother lode. Let’s get
them.”
Hemingway was sitting on a sundrenched terrace, spilling beer into his white,
mossy beard as we passed. “Wait!” he
shouted. “You hoodlums! Be civilized. Take it
up in the boxing ring!”
We ignored him and I, being the
youngest, reached them first. As I brought the
pipe down hard on her wrist, Dan Brown’s
unremarkable penis still twitching from climax
in her manicured palm, it became clear that

what I lacked as a writer, I made up for
as a fighter. Hemingway, always the good
sportsman did his best to keep things fair and
the fighting clean by holding the others back.
“ATTACK!”
A war cry echoed over the battlefield.
Brown had been bait. James Patterson was
shouting from a tennis referee’s podium and
directing an army of interns that now stormed
across the park toward us. Behind, trotting
at at a cowardly pace, came Grisham and
Koontz.

scents of fresh bread and slices of saucisson
that were passed between us and I knew
we had made a difference. While the others
had been buried and forgotten, we would be
remembered.
The End...
I need a better distraction.

“Did you know bartenders wear black for the
same reason doctors wear
white?”
Hemingway was appalled by this
lack of sportsmanship. “What kind of man
leaves his fighting to interns?!” he screamed
and ran over to Patterson, where he started
pulling him down from his pedestal.
I will not say that we didn’t take
any casualties; Kafka had a broken nose and
I myself had a bruised eye from being hit with
a hardback copy of Sex and the City. But
all in all, we were alive and well and, in the
end, despite being outnumbered, we managed
to fight them back and conquer.
We walked under the Eiffel Tower
and sat down on the bank of the Seine with
the sun setting in front of us. I listened to
the echoing across the green waters, the soft
chuckling of my comrades and the pop of the
cork as Hemingway expertly drew it from a
bottle of Rose de Tavel. I inhaled the warm
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Flushing Bullshit
Peter Crowley

I

f you’ve ever heard of the phrase “turnaround,” then you’d understand that the thickness of
yarn reflects the temerity of intestines: how much guts
do you have? Guts is the area of the stomach, deluged
with microbial wands, that break down food from its already post-masticatory state. It is where the bullshit that
gets past the mouth, teeth and tongue is further tattered
to shreds, allowing the food’s individual components to
become visible. And what do these individual components do? Typically, they go to the organs and bones
through intercellular transport, fueling one for the rest
of the day. And the same thing recurs in a vat of timelessness.
However, if—and this is a big if—one allows the
retina to follow its natural inclination to track post-mastication food down the esophagus and onto the gastrointestinal system, with flashlight in tow, then one can see
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Salerno.
The bullshit captain claims
passengers do not know the way
themselves, that only he and a
pink-haired robot at the helm can
accurately guide the ship. When the
captain tries to scare passengers of
Salerno muggers and sea monsters, he
is promptly thrown overboard.
Salerno becomes closer, but
it’s not a destination, just a stopping
place for you and the sea.
Soon after, the captain is
ousted. The pink-haired robot, wearing
Dr. Pangloss’ glasses, cheers, “We
didn’t really need a human captain
anyways, you have me! Throwing him
off is all for the best!”
Abruptly, the robot is also
thrown overboard and its words pissed
into the Mediterranean.
Salerno is near, but there will
be more ports. It is just you and the
sea.

how the guts break down food. Then, before automatically sending proteins and vitamins to organs and bones,
the bullshit is placed in a boxcar that rides both to the
anus and genitals, where it is released.
When bullshit is pissed or shat, the results are
breathtaking.
Picture an Amalfi Coast morning, comfortable
temperature, feet in the pearly blue Mediterranean,
high mountain peaks above and Salerno in the distance.
It is really that good. It is then just you and the ocean,
not the bullshit stress of a scurrying worker running eagerly to a boss, not worries of the weatherman’s wolffanged snowstorm, not the paranoia that a terrorist will
blow you up, not worn down by political media telling
you to run this way and that, suggesting you think in the
framework they dictate.
No, it is just you and the sea riding a boat to
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The Call
Darius Jamal VanSluytman

T

he garbage juice pooled at the bottom
of the open dumpsters lining the Navy Yard Canteen,
baked in the morning sun. Noxious plumes floated upwards, taunting heaven and throne. It was eight a.m.
and already eighty-two degrees. Zip walked through the
tangle of food trucks parked semi-legally outside the
sad building sitting near the foot of Clinton Hill, where
Clinton Avenue meets Flushing.
He had sworn off street food after he first encountered The Canteen. A vestige of old Brooklyn, it
was little more than a filthy garage where a couple of
guys lazily and barely hosed down food trucks. They
tossed the rubbish in dumpsters and oil drums, corralled inside a corroding steel fence sitting in front of the
building. When the place was closed, it was a carnival
for rats feasting on stale hot dog buns frosted with coffee
grounds and spicy mayo.
He imagined the rats doing unsavory things in
the trucks at night. Now, every time he passed a donut
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cart, or taco truck, his stomach churned and he cast a
disdainful look upon the vendors and the innocent folks
lined up to stuff their faces. It was a typical city neurosis.
Nothing that warranted a shrink anyway.
Last week, he walked this same route and
passed the carcasses of three chickens separated from
their heads. They lay in a neat pile on the sidewalk off
Waverly. The refuse of some arcane ritual, deep in the
techno-sprawl of gentrified smart houses sporting expensive paint on cheap plasterboard walls, amused and
unsettled him. He steeled himself in the event the hoodoo chicken murderers struck again.
When he reached Waverly, he spied no chickens,
and was relieved. His relief was brief, and he worked
himself into a tizzy at the sight of the walls of the industrial buildings lining the block. There was new corporate street art up, commercials for hip shows streaming
online. They were a marker that you had reached the
fringes of civilized society. It disgusted Zip to no end.
They went over a classic piece done years ago

by a local graf crew. He remembered
how proud he was living just blocks
away from a historic monument
immortalized in some late 90s French
graffiti zine he had kicking around in a
box somewhere in his sister’s basement.
The spirits found it pleasant when a
gentrifier was adversely affected by
his/her own gentrification. In this
case, the base erosion of local artist
expression. Or something like that.
Maybe it was just the march of time.
Being “half black,” as he
described himself, he thought he
couldn’t be a gentrifier. The hard glares
he endured from the last few “guys
on the block” left, and the general
indifference he was met with at the
corner store, challenged this notion.
Even the old black ladies, sitting on
benches dotting Myrtle Avenue stared
at him dubiously when he offered a
pleasant, “Good morning” like some
suburban Dudley.
He popped inside the coffee
shop on Washington and smiled at
the air conditioning as though it were
an old friend. Air conditioners and
New York summers were ruining the
world. But the world didn’t have to do
Brooklyn in August. If the polar bear
had to lose its habitat and Florida had
to sink to even the odds against the
deviant nature of nature, so be it.
Staring into the bakery case,
he spied assorted yogurt muffins and
yuppie biscuits with asiago cheeses as
he scanned for the cheapest items. The
absolute cheapest were tiny muffins
the size of thimbles for a buck fifty a
pop. He’d be damned if he bought
food that simply existed to be cute,
and settled on the same pretentious
cornmeal cherry scone and medium
coffee he bought each time he came.
Zip had a way with banter, and
could usually get the fixed-gear vegan
biker nomads behind the counter to
punch a few extra holes in his frequent
customer card. You got a free coffee

for every ten holes punched. But
nobody he recognized was working
today. He’d have to start from square
one with this bunch.
The end of every summer
was like this. A new crop of college
kids who dressed like crust punks (but
smelled like mom’s love and fabric
softener) staffed the shop anew. They
were green to the city, and on their
way to learning that shift pay plus tips
does not the rent make. By November,
some of them would be dipping into
the till, living on the croissants they
were supposed to throw out at the end
of each day, or both.
He took the cup of hot
brackish water, and the wax paper bag
containing the scone and smiled. He
tipped an extra dollar, and commented
on the Siouxsie and the Banshees
song playing softly over the speakers.
White folk were always stunned when
someone black (half black) knew about
some emo bullshit. The prematurely
balding goth kid with the tragically
amateur pentagram and Harvey
Comics character tattoos smiled back.
“One on the hook already,”
Zip thought, mind drifting to free
coffees in his near future.
He handed the goth his card,
but he only punched one hole. He
floated back to earth with the severity
of the slight.
“Cheap bastard,” Zip blurted
to himself behind his fading smile. It
was the half blackest thought he had
all morning.
His favorite booth was empty.
He placed his scone and the knapsack
containing his laptop onto the table,
and made his way to the counter near
the door to douse his coffee with cream.
He hated the coffee here. He hated
the scones more. But, the six dollar
investment was a fair tradeoff for the
three hours or so he’d wind up staying,
checking his email, ripping obscure
bootleg movies from YouTube, and

working on that collection of poems,
taking him much longer to finish than
the measly $150 advance was worth.
“Goddamn small press bullshit,” he
fussed with himself.
Small presses were all the rage
in Brooklyn now. The “successful”
ones (meaning they didn’t mind
operating at a loss) were mostly
vanity presses, run part-time, by
coordinators, marketing types and
assistant editors at some name brand
media company. The good ones were
run by freelance layabouts in between
jobs, who frequented wine shops and
the reefer man, much more than they
actually worked on getting anyone to
read their publications.
“$150,” he continued his
fussing.
He could hear his father’s
mantra, you getting paid for this?, beating
inside his skull. Everyone not in the
arts thought they understood how
artists got paid. In truth, no one did.
Not even artists.
Here he was, a god-honest
poet, forced to give a sliver of his very
soul away to some low-rent publishing
outfit for just enough money to cover
one late phone bill. Two months later,
the bill was late again, and he still had
ten pages to fill.
He couldn’t afford to have his
phone cut off. The call of his life was
due any day. It was a few years late,
sure. But, it had to come.
Nearly everyone had a version
of “the call”: the perfect lover, the
dream job, a fantasy vacation with you
falling in love on a beach in Greece.
The call was a sentimental lottery
for the broke and hopeless. Typically,
whoever you envied most won it,
because even barrel crabs require
motivation.
Maybe someone at Rando
House read one of his pieces in one of
those horror e-anthologies, and got the
proper willies. He’d maybe get a book
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deal. Then he could get an apartment
he was proud to have his family come
visit. His mom could stop waking up at
odd hours of the night to worry about
him. Hell, he’d make enough bank to
call up Naomi, and tell her they could
have the “real life” she always spoke
of.
He was always one lucky
phone call away from a summer
home in the Catskills, pumpkin
bread baking on autumn afternoons,
toddlers tripping over the pooch in
the backyard, month-long trips to
Mallorca to write, expensive whiskies
with cork stopper tops and a room
filled with rare first editions. That
$150 in exchange for thirty-six pages
of original material, was a spiritual
investment in his tangible future.
The younger guys in the
audiences of the DIY lit scene parties
where he read, were into the dark
hopelessness of his work. Frances, the
editor of Polka Shots, a hip quarterly
that came out once a year, if ever, told
him it was the deeply veiled eroticism
of his work that she, and the others,
really admired. Those “others” were
a gaggle of nut bag lesser poets she
held court over. The type of folks to
sit around Sunday evenings in a circle
giving each other back massages while
listening to Japanese free jazz.
Didn’t matter to Zip. They
were mostly just words that sounded
right together as far as he was
concerned. If you perceived something
erotic about a poem quite literally
about nothing, that was your business.
All the better for him. Praise is fair
currency in the arts. Besides, every
writer has a scam. It was fine with him
if they thought “veiled eroticism” was
his.
He began pecking at the scone
and his keyboard. On the digital page,
a sultan of crystal mounted a crest
of fire. Quickly, Zip had to decide if
this was a love poem, fever dream or
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half-baked allegory about something
political before he knew what the
crystal sultan was meant to do. He
raised his head from the screen and
the spell was broken. The poor sultan
was suspended between mind, and the
infernal blinking of the cursor.
A devout procrastinator, Zip
faced front, staring into an abyss of
thoughts.
“Unbelievable,” a white
woman in a yellow dashiki and baby
blue painter’s cap protested to a
phantom audience.
The muttering caught Zip’s
attention. He realized he was staring
right at her or, more accurately, his
head was aimed in her direction.
She rolled her eyes the way women
sometimes do, when they’re convinced
someone’s checking them out. When
he thought he understood what
was happening, he snickered as the
pink-skinned Zulu warrior priestess
continued her staccato huffing.
Surely she was chaining
together poignant thoughts about
toxic masculinity and the male gaze
to post on social media. Her friends
would click “bravo,” and he’d become
an anonymous enemy of feminists
everywhere.
“Or,” the wise bird inside him
said, “she’s paying you no mind at all,
and is cursing herself for spilling that
iced latte.”
The thought made sense as
he realized she frantically stabbed at
the counter with wads of the paper
napkins. He chuckled to himself.
Artists were egomaniacs. Writers the
worst of the lot. They believed in their
words. Even the hacks. The musicians,
painters and actors, in their wisdom,
were only trying to make someone else
believe.
He focused on the void beyond
her. A great expanse of uncertainty
unfolded before him from a rip in
time behind the yellow dashiki. The

garment’s transmutation complete, it
was now passageway to his innermost
thoughts.
Why didn’t he just give up?
How was he going to make rent? What,
he wondered, would Laura, the NYU
PhD student he met last weekend think
if she visited his apartment? Surely
a one-room flat furnished only with
a futon mattress, stacks of half-read
books and a TV sitting on a nightstand
opposite a few pillows, spelled “loser.”
It definitely didn’t say, “Hey, stay
awhile.”
“Yes, let’s think about her
instead,” his money-worried mind
begged, slipping deeper into his
elaborate fit of procrastination.
They’d met at his buddy
Jimmy Glitch’s gig the week before.
She was studying something droll,
pattern recognition receptors in
mammals, he remembered exactly.
She was hanging out with a contingent
of Tisch students she met at some
protest one night. They wound up in
a shabby SoHo loft one of the Tisch
students had inherited from a oncefamous parent. Jimmy was there. They
met and she was smitten. He invited
her to the gig and so she came.
Already feeling out of place,
she realized at some point, that he
wasn’t really into her. Tongue wrestling
seedy groupies like a B-movie rock
star gave that much anyway. She
felt foolish. Everyone in the bar was
here to worship him. What did she
have that the TV pilot starlets, and
downtown gliteratti crowding the joint
didn’t have in spades?
Dusting off her pride, she sat
next to Zip at the bar, who had his
back turned on the lot of those losers.
He was having a perfectly fine night
with a glass of whiskey neat and his
own damn self. Jimmy said something
to piss him off, though he barely
remembered what it was. He noticed
her sitting there, eyes fixed on Jimmy,

mind off into a wonderland. Perhaps
she imagined perfect life with Jimmy
playing the role of Ward Cleaver.
“Came to see Jimmy, huh?” It
was more insult than question, offered
as Zip emptied his glass.
“What, no? I mean he invited
me, but…”
“Get the fuck out of here,”
He laughed jovially. “You came for

unconvincing, “Excuse you?”
She had seen enough movies
to understand that the New York
insult was often an invitation to
polite conversation. In truth, she had
overdone it with the outfit. Anyone
could see the Science Club President
hiding out inside the rack fresh
“vintage” Ramones t-shirt, crisp black
jeans and red heels. She didn’t have

Zip’s inebriated witticism. He tossed
back whiskey like it was apple juice
and smelled slightly of day old sweat.
At one point, he checked out in the
middle of a sentence to log onto an
auction site on his phone and bid on
an out of print cyberpunk anthology.
There was a warning sign in there
somewhere, but damned if she could
see it. They stayed there laughing and

Artists were egomaniacs. Writers
the worst of the lot. They believed
in their words. Even the hacks. The
musicians, painters and actors, in
their wisdom, were only trying to
make someone else believe.”
Jimmy. Look at you, dolled up like
Sandy at the end of Grease.” Amused
with himself, he shared a good natured
laugh, the kind that invited you not
to take yourself so seriously…since
nobody else did anyway.
The comment stung, but
she couldn’t help but snort at the
tail end of her reply, a defensive and

half the attitude her outfit did. And
her outfit was a strip mall caricature
of 80s downtown chic, at best.
“Love him to death, but the
guy’s a bastard. You’re better off falling
for the barback,” he said motioning
to the frail hipster, struggling with a
bucket of ice hoisted over his shoulder.
The rest of the night, she basted in

drinking until way after Jimmy and his
part-time entourage had skipped.
At last call, she informed Zip
that he was going to show her around
town the next day. She put her number
in his phone, kissed him on the cheek
and left. He hopped a cab back to
Brooklyn—blowing half a night’s pay
—thinking about her the whole way.
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He had been bewitched.
The next day, he was his
typical aloof self when they met at
two p.m. By 2:23, the flimsy walls of
feigned indifference crumbled, and
they set a slow course through the city
like old lovers revisiting their youth.
By 3:50, he began feeling little tugs
at his soul. By 4:17, he was savoring
the tension present in each awkward
silence. Silences that betrayed them
both.
By 4:36, he hatched a plan.
The night before, she told him
embarrassingly, that she collected rare
country records. An odd pastime for a
half Korean, half black woman from
Maine, but he could work with that.
He knew a used record shop around
the corner from the Farmer’s Market
on Tompkins Square Park, which was
two blocks from where she was staying.
He’d stop at the market, and pitch the
brilliant idea to make her dinner.
It worked. By 6:03, they left
the record shop with her purchases,
and soon he was rifling through a
crate of arugula like an FDA inspector,
dumping fistfuls of leaves into a plastic
bag. He grabbed a few other things,
and soon after, they were on the way
to her place, walking closer together
than they had been.
He spent the night, and the
next. They spoke little and loved more.
Monday morning, it was difficult to
pull away, but she had to prepare for
a conference in Boston that week,
besides it was all getting a little too real
too fast. Weekends are for fantasies
and Mondays are for grown-ups her
rational mind decided…but she’d call
him when she got back from Boston.
Slamming back into his
body, still sitting there in the coffee
shop, it occurred to Zip that he was
obsessing over these recent memories.
He replayed them like a kid cracked
out on Disney cartoons and candied
cereal. That was no good. He’d wind
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up like Kawesi Jordan, his one-time
favorite poet on the scene.
Jordan got some upper class
white chick pregnant, and that was
it. It was lukewarm liberal bullshit
custom made for Gen Xers losing
their edge after that. Fluff perfect for
The New Yorker when something really
bad happened to a black person, and
everyone stood around pretending,
saying, “Why?” and “How, in this
day and age?” Love and babies, Zip
considered, was the shearing of the
poet’s mane.
Besides, he was off relationships
since Naomi left. He could hear her
now, telling him there was a “fine line
between pride and arrogance.” But
what did she know? She was an actress
whose latest identity was a heady blend
of her last three roles. None of them
well-received, which sent her packing
back to Ohio.
“Won’t turn me into some
sucker for love hack,” he assured
himself.
A lot can happen in a coffee
shop in the span of twelve minutes it
seems. The breakup was hard on him,
but a man’s got to get on about the
business of living. He took a big bite
out of the cornmeal cherry scone. He
was halfway done with it, and not a
cherry to be found.
He remembered the sultan
on the backlit page and knew now
his purpose. The revelation was a
firmament of peace, and he knelt
before him. After about ninety
minutes, he finished the poem and his
soul felt clean.
He returned to his single
room flop, and flopped onto the futon
mattress. After a nap, he woke staring
at stains in the ceiling, and the little
patches of plaster starting to bubble
up because of the leaks in the pipes
above. Laura had vanished from his
mind. He raised himself upright, and
sat cross-legged staring out the window.

It was only 5:04 in the afternoon.
Most people didn’t get off
work until six these days. There was
still time for the call to come.

Laura Mega

Y

ou will expect this story to start out with,
“Once upon a time,” but I don’t want to delude you
into thinking this is some kind of fairy tale with a happy
ending. So instead, I will say, “The time is right now.”
The right time for actions, the right time to feel and
give up on the stone you may have buried in the hope
of finding it again.
As far as I was concerned, I thought it was my
time, but it turned out I was with the wrong human
beings in the wrong place. That’s what they wanted me
to believe with their god-like verdict, anyway. The one
that rained down on me from above as they delivered
their, “No” and “Try again in some other costly way”
non-assurances. Oh to be on that callous perch of a
consulate, where the only thing the bureaucrats can
seem to feel is hunger. What they can’t feel is your hunger, your insane, crazed desire to get the hell out of the
country you’ve been banished to.
Have you ever wanted something so badly, you
could practically taste the rabidity of the ambition in
your mouth? My ambition was to live inside of an apple. Not just any apple, but a shiny, pristine, crisp one.
To me, the apple of my mind’s eye was so enormous
that you would have to jump in, like Jeannie into her
bottle, and walk around it to fully appreciate all of its
beauty.
But after eleven years, I finally saw a part of
the apple I hadn’t noticed before. A place at the center
where it was beginning to rot. This rotted part was like
the true main entrance, the gate of anti-hope where all
fears become real, and all dreams just childish whimsy.
In fairy tales, there is usually some sort of spell
or cute little rhyme you can recite by the end to get you
out of your bind. This is what Immigration preys upon.

Except instead of simply giving you the magic words
that will get you back to your unpoisoned apple, they
insist that you pay for them. And that maybe, if you pay
enough, you might be able to return. To restore order to
your now unrecognizable life.
They fooled me so well as to make me jump
through all their hoops like a breakdancer on the subway hoping to impress the amused white folk tourists.
And when I jumped through them all, they said the
moment that my aching feet hit the ground, “You’re
denied. You’re not fit to return. You must tell the apple
you cannot see it again.” Not even to get the stone—the
one that held the key to my heart in it.
But then, they said, “Wait, we might be able
to work something out for you. Do you have any more
shiny gold coins to give us?” Reluctant, I gave them my
last alms, the last tokens I might have used to at least
escape to a different fruit instead of being stuck in the
outer regions of a broken basket.
Then, it all became so clear the moment I
handed over the last of it: “So you’re saying you will
always have magic numbers to offer me a place to wait
in line to get back inside...so long as I give you money?
Even if you know already my dream will never become
real?”
They did not answer, but they didn’t need to.
I could see them for what they were: false magicians
strengthening their power by sucking up people’s
dreams. They were the compassionless maggots eating
up the apple I could once call home. They evicted me
once and for all, not by consuming the apple, but by
dangling it and their bodies in it in front of me for an
eternity spent watching from the bottom of the basket,
likely woven by an immigrant.
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James Kincaid

“Violence is a calm that disturbs you.”
Jean Genet
“Non-violence is the policy of the vegetable kingdom.”
H. G. Wells
“There is a violence that liberates.”
Benito Mussolini

T

hese guys are legend, Sally.”
“Legendary thugs—violent fools, assholes,
drunks, psychopaths.”
“Right. Just what we came to England to get to
know.”
“We, Terry? And don’t we have that back in
L.A.? We gotta do a semester abroad to find hooli-
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gans?”

“This type, yes. We don’t got this in America,
you see, not really, not in this sweet, organized, upyours, anti-establishment, pure form. This is violence
raised to religious ecstasy, or so we read.”
“And that made you want to seek it out, violence as devout mania? Why didn’t you tell me that before bringing me over here to this piss-ant town?”
“It’s very pretty here in Nailsworth. Sorry we
missed the festival, though. I’ll bet that’s something.
But we do have the match, in just three hours. You nervous?”
“Petrified.”
They had taken a fast train and then two very
slow buses to arrive here at this beautiful—from certain
aspects—Gloucestershire village, certainly giving no
sign of thuggishness, football variety or any other kind.

Of course, they both knew it was part
of the hooligan strategy to keep out of
sight, play a hide-and-seek game with
the other team’s supporters and police
until it was time to explode into the
reckless orgasmic violence that gave
meaning to the lives of these team
supporters, The Lads.
They weren’t going to be
disheartened, at least Sally wasn’t, by
the unprepossessing surroundings.
Right now they were in front of St.
George’s Church, not because they
thought they’d find The Lads hanging
out there but because they had these
three hours to kill before the match
between Forest Green Rovers and
Oxford and figured they’d take in the
local “can’t miss” spots.
St. George’s Church, however,
was not what you’d call picturesque.
For one thing, it had no steeple (funding
had run short) and no churchyard (the
bequest offered only a small plot of
grass—no room for corpses), not at
all what Terry and Sally had come
to expect from lovely villages—they
were all lovely over here in England—
and their Gothic (sometimes even
Norman) churches, bespired and
surrounded by charming gravestones
(old, very) in them. Venturing inside
and then reading the pamphlet
available for free (donation welcome)
right beside something that looked
perhaps baptismal (neither Sally nor
Terry was Anglican, so how would
they know?), they discovered that the
church was neither ancient (erected in
1900) nor really central to the town.
Oh sure, there was a mural (Sir Oliver
Haywood did it, yes he did, in 1985)
depicting community life in the town,
apparently not a merry place, and
some add-ons to the original structure
(which, they said, had been merely
“a nave, aisles and a south porch”) in
1939, but a thorough walk-through
and sympathetic study conducted
by Terry and Sally occupied only

seventeen minutes.
So they then headed over to
the Tourist Bureau (closed) and found
a (not very clean) pamphlet in a rack
outside, giving them (in half a page)
the full history of Nailsworth, along
with a list of the town notables, headed
by “Peter Reed, Olympic rower.”
This added only four minutes,
and they were still left with time on
their hands and nowhere to deposit it.
Not quite nowhere. There was
a pub across the street, not especially
friendly, it turned out, but a place
surely the colorful (and dangerous)
locals frequented. They took a seat in
a corner, figuring it would give them
a good vantage point from which to
watch the early, developing stages
of the riot (or the plans for the riot
anyhow), the sparks from which would
grow into a conflagration.
The beer was exactly what
they had gotten used to back in
Cambridge, as was the pub. They
looked about for telltale signs, though
they had no idea what those signs
might be. To the untrained eyes of
outsiders, which they were, this pub
didn’t seem exactly to be the meeting
place for thugs planning to level the
whole fuckin’ town and murder all the
rival thugs from the especially violent
regions of Oxford.
But appearances can be
deceiving.
***
Terry.”

“I think this is just the place,

“You do? There’s only four
people here besides us, and that counts
the bartender.”
“Early yet. And these three are
probably the captain and two of his
lieutenants. They need to strategize,
get the lay of the land. Pretty soon
there’ll be a mob in here, spilling out
into the street.”

“Okay, Sally. You’d know, of
course. And will we spill with them?”
“They won’t like it, if they
notice us at all. Outsiders, you know.
They might take us for police plants.
We’ll have to be unobtrusive, very
careful.”
“That’s a real possibility. One
way or another, you know. Either the
Forest supporters turn on us or we get
caught in the middle of the brawl with
the Oxford—ah—the Oxford...what is
their name?”
“The Oxford Dons? The
Oxford Scholars? The Oxford WellBehaveds?”
“It doesn’t matter. Anyhow,
our goal is to be in the very heart of
the melee but invisible. Try not to
draw attention to yourself, Sally. Don’t
say nuthin’. Hide in plain sight, you
know.”
***
An hour (and three pints)
later, the crowd in the pub had swelled
to seven, not what they were expecting
but still encouraging in that one of the
newcomers had on a shirt announcing
his firm support of the FOREST
GREEN ROVERS.
YES!
Closer inspection (undertaken
by Terry), however, revealed that
the shirt didn’t promise mayhem,
generalized ass-kicking or destruction
of city blocks. Not exactly. “The First
All-Green Football Club,” it said.
The wearer, turns out, was a
friendly chap, responded positively to
the girls’ invitation to join them.
“All-Green?”
“Yes, indeed. The club
partners with Ecotricity, the big local
firm, and is going all out to be the
world’s first truly sustainable...”
Shit! Just what did any of this
have to do with fractured skulls, bittenoff ears, gouged-out eyeballs?
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“That’s great, Will.”
“You seem disappointed.”
“Oh, no. We think it’s fine the
club does all that worthwhile stuff. But
isn’t it a little pussy, you know?”
“I beg your pardon.”
Sally looked over at Terry,
who may have been terrified but
maybe just embarrassed, like she just
wanted to get back on the train and
out of there. Then, all at once, it hit
her, exactly what was going on, so she
turned conspiratorially to Will.
“Didn’t mean to be insulting.
And now I get it. It’s a cover, right?
I mean, your shirt and all the going-

“But Nottingham is way up...
Never mind.”
“So, when is it going to come
off, Will? You can tell us. We’re not
connected to the police.”
“I see. I was worried you were
agents, sent to infiltrate us and block
our happy carnage, keep us from
our lunatic glory, our flowering of
violence.”
“Well, rest assured. We just
wanted to be part of it all. We hate
those Oxford…what are they called?”
“Oxford United.”
“Some stupid name. A pussy
name. Anyhow, we’re here to make

“You ready for some real
danger, some action, some sweet
horror?”
They were more than ready—
at least one of them was.
“Follow me.”

green eco-horseshit. ‘Go green’ is
code for some unparalleled, wild asskicking. I see. Very clever.”
“What?”
“You and your mates, The
Lads, use the cover of this do-gooder
crap and then go to town on the rival
thugs. I see.”
“Rival thugs?”
“I read about you Nottingham
Forest supporters, coming together
now and then as one big gang,
spreading terror and hysterical power,
finding a kind of inexpressibly thrilling
high in murder and dismemberment.”
“Nottingham Forest?”
“Yep. Or Nottingham Forest
Green. Robin Hood and a bit of the
ultraviolent, eh?”

sure none of them leaves town—
except on a stretcher.”
“Or in a casket, right Terry—
and Sally?”
This went on for quite a
while without, Terry noticed, any real
increase in the size of the mob—the
group—the small set of companions.
They were probably hiding elsewhere,
only the leaders gathering here at The
King’s Arms.
Will confirmed as much, when
asked.

American bitches. You want violence?
Okay, here it comes.”

(Your Choice: A or B)
A:

“It’s not a lot farther. Just up
ahead there, that corner. See it? Turn
right.
I’m just behind you. I know
it looks like an alley but you’ll see
it’s—it’s an alley, ain’t it? You stupid

Green Rovers have spent longer in this
low league than any club in history.
That means they suck, as you would
say. The dozen or so loyal supporters
may be reaching a boiling point and
you could get lucky. There may be
some restlessness in the crowd, even
some muffled swearing.”
“And that’s all we...”
“Oh no, we have some club
songs—well, one club song. Very
catchy.”

“Pretty soon there’ll be a
mob in here, spilling out into
the street.”
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***
Finally, Will looked at his
watch, then at the girls, and smiled
conspiratorially:

OR
B:

“The grounds are nice, girls.
Do you have good seats? Let me see
your tickets. Yeah, excellent. Mine
are cheap seats, so maybe I’ll see you
afterwards, though not in Nottingham,
which is five hours away, up North.”
“Huh? But there’s riots here
too?”
“Last riot was in 1135, but
maybe things have been building up
since then.”
“Oh, damn.”
“Don’t lose heart. Forest
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T

he day was a scorcher. Sherry blamed the
heat for what happened later. Had it not been so hot, she
and Denise would never have taken the dirt access road
that ran along a wooded area adjacent to the sandbar.
They would have parked in their usual spot—a grassy
hill overlooking the dam that stretched across the Childress River in their hometown of Kennerly, Arkansas. It
was the summer of 1974, and the girls were set to begin
their senior year of high school in two weeks. They were
co-captains of the drill team. Neither girl had any intention of performing at the first pep rally without a tan.
Denise parked her brand new silver blue Mustang in the shade on the left side of the road, angling the
car close to the ditch. Sherry, slender as a sylph, her skin
smooth and gingersnap-brown, was stronger than she
looked. Still, she had to push hard on the passenger side
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door to get out. While Denise pulled a couple of aluminum chaise lawn chairs from the trunk, Sherry picked up
a jelly jar from the floorboard where she’d held it between
her feet. She gripped the slippery jar, half-filled with the
mixture of baby oil and iodine the girls used as suntan oil,
by its lid and slung a canvas bag with beach towels inside
over her shoulder. Gravel dug into the soles of her feet as
she made her way into the ditch and back up the slope,
but she was careful to step over the broken beer bottles
that littered the ground.
Sherry used her free hand to push aside the leggy branches of trees so Denise could get through. In a
clearing, a man with shoulder-length orange-red hair and
a sunburned back stood facing the river. His bare thighs
and buttocks were so pale Sherry thought he was wearing
a pair of white swim trunks. She gasped when he turned
around. His penis was stiff and seemed out of place on his
slight frame. Sherry had never seen a naked man before.

She relied on Denise to tell her about
sex. Denise had a steady boyfriend,
a sophomore at the University of
Arkansas who came to Kennerly
every summer to work for his uncle’s
electrical business. Everybody called
him Moose. Denise was always telling
Sherry that giving Moose a blow job
hurt her mouth. She would laugh and
say, “And you know I got a big mouth.”
But Denise wasn’t opening her
big mouth, and the man was coming
toward them, a gap-toothed grin
spreading wider and wider beneath his
matted mustache. Sherry had always
envied the way Denise took charge of
everything and everybody. Her rich girl
looks—broad face, slightly upturned
nose, flawless skin and straight white
teeth—gave her a way of regarding
people as if she were mocking them,
putting them in their place. Now,
Denise’s jaw was locked, her blue eyes
wide. Sherry hesitated, waiting for
Denise to recover her composure, but
Denise remained silent.
Nestled in a pile of decaying
leaves at Sherry’s feet was a rock the
size of an orange. Sherry kept her eyes
on the man. He was still coming toward
them, his Adam’s apple protruding
from his skinny neck, his vulture eyes
on Sherry. She steeled herself and
smashed the jelly jar against the rock.
Iodine and baby oil oozed
from the jagged bottom, dripping onto
Sherry’s hand as she held the jar up,
careful to keep a firm grasp on the lid.
“Don’t come any closer.”
The man threw back his head
and cackled. “What you going to do,
girly girl?”
“Run!” Denise said, snapping
out of her stupor, and the girls took off
across the packed dirt.
But the man grabbed a
handful of Sherry’s thick brown hair
and caught hold of her wrist, pulling
her toward him even as she flailed
and grazed the side of his face with

the broken jar. She screamed when he
tried to force the jar out of her hand.
Denise reeled around, a lawn
chair clasped in each of her stout
hands, and shouted, “Let go of her, or
I’ll bash your brains out!”
“You better get out of here,
blondie,” the man growled.
Sherry kicked the man’s ankle,
sending a surge of pain up her leg so
intense, black spots floated in front
of her eyes. He let go of her wrist,
providing the opening she needed
to pivot and plunge the jar into his
temple.
“Bitch!” he yelled as Sherry
and Denise took off.
An invisible cord seemed
to pull Sherry across the damp soil,
toward the sunlight shimmering
through the leaves. She thought she
felt the man’s hand clutch at her
shoulder, but the cord held fast and she
kept running until her bare feet hit the
warm sand.
In the distance a Jeep rolled
along the riverbank.
“Help!” Denise yelled.
The man driving spun the
Jeep around, slinging a spray of sand
through the air as he headed in their
direction.
“Y’all need a ride?”
“We sure do,” Denise said,
climbing into the front seat while
Sherry got into the back. “There’s a
naked man in the woods. He attacked
my friend.”
“You know who he was?”
“Never saw him before in my
life.”
“I’ll run y’all down to the
riverbank. Then I’ll head back up
here and see if I can flush him out,”
the man said.
Sherry’s heart thudded in
rhythm with the wheels of the Jeep
as they bumped across the sand. She
was breathing so hard she felt lightheaded. She leaned forward and put

her head between her legs the way her
P.E. teacher had taught the class to do
if they were hyperventilating.
“Hey, you okay back there?”
the man inquired.
Sherry raised her head just as
the man turned to check her out over
the top of his aviator sunglasses. He
was muscly and deeply tanned. His
wavy hair fell into his brown eyes—
fringed with dark lashes—a handsome
man in his early twenties.
A chill ran through Sherry’s
body. She was almost certain this was
the man she’d seen coming out of
Juanita Moore’s house a few weeks
earlier. Juanita lived with her mother
and a brood of younger siblings in
a dilapidated frame house on a side
street not far from Sherry’s house.
When Sherry was in seventh grade,
she loved hearing Juanita’s lurid
tales of the drunken escapades she
witnessed after the carnivals that
came through town shut down for
the evening. One afternoon Sherry’s
mother came home from work early
and caught her walking home from
school with Juanita. Her mother
slapped her as soon as she was inside
the front door. “What have I told you
about staying away from trash? Do
you want to end up like me?” Sherry,
rubbing her cheek, said no, aware this
had something to do with her father,
a deserter who, according to her
mother, was “a bad seed,” someone
she “should never have gotten mixed
up with in the first place.”
From then on, Sherry avoided
Juanita. But on the day she saw the
handsome man at Juanita’s house,
Sherry ducked behind a tree and
watched. Standing barefoot on the
rotting planks of the front porch, her
skinny white thighs exposed beneath
a man’s plaid shirt, Juanita waved to
the man as he made his way across
the yard, her thin lips parted in a sad
smile. Sherry waited for the man to get
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into a rusted-out LTD and drive away
before walking past Juanita’s house.
Juanita, a smug look on her
face, called out to her. “Hey there,
Sherry, did you see my boyfriend?”
“Who is he?” Sherry said,
looking around to make sure no one
saw her talking to Juanita.
“His name’s Wayne, Wayne
Coggains. He just got out of prison—
robbed an old lady at gunpoint.”
“Wow.”

And there it was, the man’s
name, leaving no doubt in Sherry’s
mind that he was the robber.
“God, that was close,” Denise
said, setting down the lawn chairs.
“You know who that guy
was?” Sherry said.
“Huh-uh,” Denise said. “He’s
good-looking though, isn’t he?”
“His
name
is
Wayne
Coggains. Juanita Moore told me he’s
her boyfriend. I saw him leaving her

over the rough webbing. While Denise
lay back in her chair, Sherry sat on
the edge of hers, keeping an eye out
for Wayne Coggains’ Jeep. But she
never saw it again. She wondered if
he’d teamed up with the attacker and
maybe they were waiting for her to go
back to Denise’s car. Sherry listened to
Denise talking but said little in return.
She shuddered when she thought of
the man’s hands grabbing at her. She
wondered why he had attacked her

“Denise shook her head. ‘Guys
like you because you’re little
and cute. But they’re afraid of
you.’”
“Wow’s right, especially in
the sack!” Juanita laughed and lifted
her sharp little nose before going back
inside.
Now, the throbbing inside
Sherry’s head and heart rattled her
so violently she thought she might
tumble out of the Jeep. Denise and
the man were talking, but she couldn’t
concentrate on what they were saying.
The smell of fish made Sherry’s
stomach churn as they got closer
to the riverbank, where a dozen or
more sunbathers were stretched out
on lounge chairs and two men in hip
waders cast their lines into the water
below the dam.
“Hey, thanks for the ride,
Wayne,” Denise said as the girls
hopped out of the Jeep.
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house a few weeks ago.”
Denise smirked. “He might
have been leaving her house, but a
guy that fine is not Moore the Whore’s
boyfriend.”
“I know, but listen, she told
me he just got out of prison for armed
robbery.”
“No shit?”
“That’s what she said.”
“I’ll bet she was lying.”
“I feel sick, Denise. I need to
go home.”
“We can’t go back up there
now. That weird guy might still be up
there. Besides, we got to wait here for
Wayne to come back. He’s going to
make sure that guy’s gone.”
The girls set up their lawn
chairs and spread their beach towels

and not Denise. Her mother’s voice
came into her head, shaming her,
always shaming her: One of these days,
Sherry, you’re going to get into trouble. Trouble
I can’t get you out of. Sherry knew what
kind of trouble her mother was talking
about. Her father had gotten Sherry’s
mother in trouble, and Sherry was the
trouble.
Sherry and Denise had been
at the sandbar for less than an hour
when a police car pulled onto the
grassy hill overlooking the dam. An
officer got out and sauntered down
the path, swiping at his rusty blonde
flyaway hair.
Sherry poked Denise and
whispered, “Don’t look now, but here
comes Trooper Glover.”
“Who?”

“Trooper Glover, you know,
the cop the student council got to do
that program on drunk driving.”
“Good. We can tell him about
that weird guy.”
“Sherry!” Trooper Glover
called out.
“Hey, Trooper Glover.”
“Who you got there with
you?”
“Denise Logan.”
“How you doing, Denise?”
“Fine,” Denise said, but
Trooper Glover had already turned his
attention back to Sherry.
“You two ladies wouldn’t
happen to have seen a white male with
reddish hair—slim build—around
thirty?”
“No,” Sherry said.
“We got a call from an excon claiming he found this guy dead
up in the woods. Said he attacked a
couple of high school girls. Couldn’t
give their names or anything, just said
they had long hair and were wearing
bikinis.” Trooper Glover snorted. His
green eyes were both dull and hungry
as he scanned the riverbank taking in
all the other long-haired, bikini-clad
sunbathers. “It wasn’t the two of you,
was it?”
“We parked up there on the
access road,” Sherry said, struggling to
keep her voice low and steady. “This
guy in a Jeep picked us up and drove
us down here. He asked us if he could
borrow our suntan oil. We make our
own. There wasn’t much left, so I gave
him the whole jar. But he didn’t have
red hair. That guy was dark-haired if I
remember right.”
Denise cut her eyes over at
Sherry and opened her mouth, but she
kept quiet.
Trooper Glover nodded and
rolled his tongue across his teeth,
making a sucking sound. “That’s him.
Boy, he must think we’re a bunch of
idiots trying to lay this off on somebody

else. I expect he was sweet on that
guy in the woods, and then he got
ashamed. Hey, y’all girls be careful.”
Sherry and Denise watched
Trooper Glover question the other
sunbathers and then head back up the
hill.
When he was gone, Denise
grabbed Sherry’s arm and hissed,
“Why didn’t you tell him that man
attacked you?”
“We can’t get mixed up in
something like this. Besides, I’ll bet
that Wayne guy did kill him. I couldn’t
have done it. He was yelling when we
ran away. Remember?”
“But you told Trooper Glover
you gave him your jar of suntan oil.”
“Yeah, that way if they find it
they won’t blame us.”
“Blame us for what? We didn’t
do anything wrong.”
“Mom says men have a way
of twisting things around, making it
our fault. It’s best just to stay out of it.”
The next day, Wayne
Coggains’ photograph appeared on
the front page of The Kennerly Times
beneath the headline: “Ex-Con
Charged With Sandbar Murder.”
Sherry’s mother read the newspaper
every afternoon at the bank where she
worked as a teller. That evening she
brought the paper home. She turned
off the television, sat down on the
couch next to Sherry, and showed her
the article.
“Didn’t you and Denise go to
the sandbar yesterday?”
Sweat trickled down the space
between Sherry’s breasts, but she kept
her eyes focused on the blank television
screen, her voice steady. “We were
going to, but it was too hot. Denise
invited me to the country club.”
Sherry’s mother tossed the
newspaper onto the coffee table and
glared until Sherry returned her gaze.
Sometimes Sherry saw herself in her
mother’s dark eyes, the quick way she

smoothed her skirt, her brown hair—
cut short now—but still thick and shiny.
Other times, all Sherry saw was the
tightness in her mother’s face, her lips
permanently creased from worrying
about unpaid bills and holding straight
pins in her mouth while she tailored
the clothes she made for Sherry.
“Was James Bennett there?”
Sherry’s mother leaned forward and
tipped her chin, giving Sherry an
accusatory look.
“No.”
“Well, stay away from him.
I’ve seen the way he looks at you
during church. Everybody thinks he’s
a nice boy because he’s handsome
and his family has money. But he’s no
good.”
Sherry rolled her eyes.
Her mother ticked her tongue.
“One of these days you’ll find out for
yourself, Miss Priss.”
That night while her mother
slept, Sherry withdrew a note she’d
stuffed between her mattress and box
spring. James Bennett had passed
it to her during the Lord’s Prayer
on Sunday. I’ve got my eyes on what lies
between your thighs. Sherry had saved the
note so she could show it to Denise.
“I wish he had his eyes on
me,” Denise had said. “I’d break up
with Moose in a heartbeat if James
Bennett asked me out.”
“Why would he write such a
thing?”
“You don’t know a thing about
guys, do you, Sherry?”
Frowning at Sherry’s blank
face, Denise shook her head. “Guys
like you because you’re little and cute.
But they’re afraid of you.”
“Afraid of what?”
“I don’t know. There’s
something about you that scares
them.”
But James Bennett wasn’t
scared of her. He leered at her the
way Wayne Coggains and the man
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in the woods had. Sherry carried the
note into the kitchen. She opened the
cabinet beneath the sink and dug the
newspaper from the trash. She took
her mother’s scissors from a drawer
and clipped out the article about
Wayne Coggains. Then she ripped the
note to pieces, threw it in the trash, and
covered it up with the folded remains
of the newspaper.
Back in her room, Sherry
listened to the sound of cars swishing
past her house, worrying that Trooper
Glover would kick open the front door,
shine a bright light in her eyes, drag
her out of bed and take her to the
police station. Sherry fell in and out
of sleep until she heard the commode
flushing, the shower running, the
kitchen tap being turned on for her
mother’s morning coffee. Finally, the
back door banged shut, her mother’s
car engine fired and hummed as she
pulled out of the driveway.
Sherry threw back the covers
and went into the kitchen to call
Denise. “Get over here as soon as you
can. I have to show you something.”
“What is it?”
“I can’t tell you over the
phone. You have to see it.”
“I promised Moose I’d make
him lunch. Just tell me what it is.”
“That Wayne guy’s picture
was in the paper last night. They’ve
charged him with murder.”
“Oh shit.”
“They quoted Trooper Glover.
He said Wayne and that weirdo were
in prison together and they probably
knew each other. What if Trooper
Glover makes us testify?”
“Just sit tight, Sherry. I’ll be
over there as soon as I can get rid of
Moose.”
That
afternoon,
Denise
banged on Sherry’s front door.
Denise’s face was pale, her lips pressed
together, a worried look in her eyes.
“What happened?” Sherry
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said, pulling Denise inside.
“That Wayne guy’s dead.”
“What?”
“Another prisoner killed him.
Moose told me.”
“You told Moose about what
happened?”
“No! When he came by the
house, he told me he went with his
uncle to The Roundtable for coffee,
and the men at the restaurant were all
talking about how a prisoner at the jail
had smashed another prisoner’s head
in. Said he didn’t like the way the guy
was looking at him.”
“Maybe it was some other
prisoner.”
“No, Sherry, Moose said the
dead prisoner’s name was Wayne
Coggains.”
Sherry fell back onto the
couch. Everything in the living room
seemed to spin—the bookcase her
mother had bought secondhand and
filled with encyclopedias, the pictures
of “The Blue Boy” and “Pinkie” that
hung in gold frames on the pinepaneled walls, the pair of rocking
chairs her mother had reupholstered
in floral print bark cloth, just like the
ones in Good Housekeeping—things her
mother had spent years saving up for
and nothing like the plush furnishings
and wall-to-wall carpeting in Denise’s
big fieldstone house.
Sherry took a deep breath.
“Listen Denise, we can never say
anything about this. Even if they ask
us questions, we have to stick to our
story.”
Denise folded her arms and
looked at Sherry long and hard. “You
killed that guy, didn’t you?”
“I don’t know,” Sherry said,
her eyes tearing up.
“If you did, it was self-defense.
That Wayne guy was a scumbag, but
he didn’t deserve to die.”
“Please,
Denise,
please
promise you won’t tell anyone.”

“Oh, I’ll never say a word.
And you want to know why, Sherry?
People would never believe you’d do
something like this. They’d blame me
for it.”
“No,” Sherry said, wiping her
eyes.
“Sure they would. Everybody
thinks I’m a bitch. So, I’ll tell you what
we’re going to do. We’re going to forget
this whole thing ever happened.”
But Sherry found she couldn’t
throw the clipping away. She kept it
in a box with the letters she received
from Denise after they graduated from
college and Denise got married and
divorced and married and divorced
again. Sherry took the clipping with
her when she accepted a teaching job
on the West Coast and then moved
on to an administrator’s position.
Sometimes she pulled the brittle paper
to her nose, but she avoided looking at
Wayne Coggains’ face. She breathed
in the memory of the river’s tang
and of two long-haired girls sitting
on the shore, their eyes fixed on a
pair of fishermen. One man reeled
in a fish, its sleek body glistening, its
gills heaving as it thrashed against the
air. The other man, after a hard tug,
wound up with an empty hook.

Chapter 17: Fuck Phase
Leanne Grabel

I don’t know the question, but sex is
definitely the answer.
Woody Allen
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After I broke up with Johnny, I had short, snap-sexual relationships with just about every male
I met who had any kind of physical appeal whatsoever, and a wisp of interest in me. I was
getting the hang of sex. And I was liking it. It was a cinch—I mean, creating that gooey,
sopping, soaring pleasure. I thought I was good at it. I could make mammalian noises with
boldness, wildness, agility and no shame. I could growl and curve and coo.

I think my record for relationship duration at that time was three months. I think my average
was two weeks. This phase went on for years. Out of those so-called lovers, I’d guess twenty-three broke up with me. I was the worst girlfriend ever. I was selfish. I wanted what I wanted when I wanted it. I didn’t feel I should need to ask. I hated talking and listening.
But worst was that I always told boyfriends about the rape, right from the start. Like Date #1.
Nobody wanted to deal with that.
And I always gained twenty pounds or so within the first two weeks of every relationship. I
didn’t eat one almond. I ate the bag—and so on.
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Chapter 18: Graduation
Leanne Grabel

I remember this one mohair sweater I used to wear at that time. I thought I looked so seductive in that sweater. It was a beautiful yellow like lemon pie. It was fuzzy and short-waisted with ribbing. My belly button peeked out when I moved my arms in any direction. I
thought I looked good.

Hail, Stanford, Hail.
Where the rolling foothills rise
Up t’wards mountains higher,

Twenty years later, I saw a photo of a bloated, round-faced , dark-skinned girl in a lemonpie
sweater.

Where at eve the Coast Range lies,
In the sunset fire,
Flushing deep and paling;

“Who’s that?” I asked. “She looks like Buddy Hackett in a grapefruit suit.” It was me. I
looked like Buddy Hackett in a grapefruit suit.
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Here we raise our voices hailing
Thee, our Alma Mater.
(from “Hail, Stanford, Hail”)
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I made it through Stanford. A professor told me I was a good writer my third year. So I decided
to major in English and be a writer.
The day of graduation, I bumped clumsily into my own graduation dinner party at a swank
Palo Alto hotel. I was sopping wet and dead drunk, having partied all day at a lake with my
sister and some friends.
I don’t think any of the eighteen family members and friends at the long white table noticed
I was drunk. The mightiness of my accomplishment (though it did not feel like a mighty accomplishment to me) cancelled out even the utterly obvious part of the problem from the start.
There sat my parents. My grandmother. My brother. My mother’s best friend Nonnie and her
husband Joe. Sylvia and Julius Cohen. Frances and Lou Cohen. Miriam and Matt Lewis. The
McGurks.
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My sister walked over to a loveseat in the corner and immediately passed out sitting up
in a chair. I could never do that. I could never just fall asleep in front of other people. I
was jealous of my sister’s lack of self-consciousness.
It took all of my energy and focus to stay upright, to cut the steak, fork the steak, get the
steak to my mouth, lift the water glass to my lips, maintain the correct angle to actually
drink, to sit. It took all of my energy to hold my face in an actual awake human expression. I kept eating because I don’t think I could talk.
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Chapter 19: Adult Life
Leanne Grabel

A week after graduation, with the fringe infantry of my worst hangover ever still lingering like an
effluvium looking for its boots, I began Adult Life (I thought). I thought I had to. I thought I wanted to. I thought I had no time to reel and fidget. No time to correct my stance. No gap year.
sometimes everything
that is in you blazes beyond the
concepts and the
realities
and you get up and...
Charles Bukowski
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I went to the Stanford Job Placement Office to look for a job for English majors. I saw this:
Copy Editor needed for new women’s sports magazine. Owned and published by
Billie Jean King & Larry King. Must be college grad. Research skills. Organizational expertise. Excellent command of grammar and punctuation. Multiple responsibilities. Typing! Salary negotiable.
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Two days later I got a call from the WomenMove offices to set up an interview. Oh yeah. I
could smell it. It smelled delicious.

It was perfect. I was perfect. I had it all. Did I mention I was a competitive typist? I typed
so fast the clacking of the keystrokes melded together and became a drone. It was a med-

The offices were in a pale, flat unfinished neo-modern complex off Highway 101. Sili-

itation. And I had my shiny new Stanford degree. I thought I was a shoo-in for the job. I

con Valley but it wasn’t called Silicon Valley, hadn’t erupted with gigantic companies like

pulled out a copy of my resume and wrote a witty cover letter. I mailed it that day.

a geyser.
And Billie Jean King was huge, a woman’s hero. There was a giant buzz.
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She gave me a three-page article on hydroponic farming and told me to edit it for fact,
form and style. Fact. Form. And style. I had to say that out loud several times to actually
I felt confident walking into the WomenMove offices that day. I felt as confident as I’d ever felt.

understand what it was she was saying.

Except in areas of romance and kindness, I had yet to really fail. I had no reason to expect to.
I did know a bit about hydroponic farming. The summer before, I had worked as a per(The trauma of rape and my memory of it was two years old. It was a burp. A small wart

sonal assistant for a sales manager at John Deere Tractors outside Tracy, California. My

on a crease on my thumb. A tiny tear on an otherwise velvety horizon—at least that’s what I

boss, Wayne, was fifty-five. He had a red face, slicked-back hair and he wore white, patent

was saying to myself and others).

leather shoes with a gold chain across the arch. Wayne had a nonstop desire to date me.

A young woman about my age in a striped pantsuit and navy blue shoes with tall wooden

When summer was up, he begged me to stay on with John Deere. He got mean about it

heels came out to greet me.

when I said I was definitely not staying in the San Joaquin Valley after summer was up.
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Chapter 20: The Editor
Leanne Grabel

The last day of work was just like any other day. I expected something—a cake or a box
of chocolates. Nothing. I went home and cried.
I deleted and stetted. I arrowed and dashed. I syntactically and lyrically colonized until I
felt I had turned that article on hydroponic farming into a sleek, lucid bullet. I was done in

Comparison is the

fifteen minutes but had more time. I pretended to keep working for another ten minutes

Thief of joy.

exactly. Then I began to obviously fidget.

Theodore Roosevelt

The girl in the striped pantsuit clacked back. She took the papers and asked me to wait.
She disappeared into a back room. I sat there for almost an hour. Finally, she came back
and told me the editor wanted to meet me. She led me back into the editor’s office.
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The editor was physically perfect. I mean, in that American way. She was slender and pretty.
She was urbane, sophisticated. She was understated, but rich-looking. She had a rich, brown
bob that was brushed to one side in a large, sweeping wave. The wave rippled as she moved,

She asked me the usual questions. What are your strengths? What are your weaknesses? I thought I

often falling over one green eye (picture key lime pie in a milk chocolate crust). She continually

was articulate. “Perfectionism is my weakness,” I said. I thought that was a brilliant response.

brushed her hair off her brow.

I could tell she thought I was bright and eager. She was impressed with the Stanford degree.

Her hands were slender and creamy like swans. She wore two thin gold bracelets on her slen-

“We’ll make a decision by the beginning of next week.” She started walking out the door.

der wrists. Her slender legs were easily crossed. Her legs also looked like swans. Her calf didn’t
flatten out and become the size of an ottomon.

She turned and shook my hand. My hand looked like a bloated rodent next to hers. I watched
her leave the office. Her calves didn’t look anything like my calves. It was like comparing a ba-

She made me feel like a pug.
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guette to a round rustic loaf. A baseball bat and a basketball. She and I were different species.
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Her name was Valerie Wayne. She had on gorgeous suede heels. Burgundy. She kept kicking
them off. Her slender feet were as pale as eggs. The lining in her shoes was polka-dotted.
I felt like Maynard G. Krebs compared to her. A dinner roll. Chopped liver. I left the editor’s
office and oddly burbled out a little air exactly at the moment Billie Jean King walked out of her

Brontosaurus - Leanne Grabel

“You mean she was right there in the office?” My father’s nostril was flaring. He was very impressed.
“Yes! It’s her magazine, her idea, her money. She and her husband are the publishers of the
magazine” (it was before she came out).

own office. She came right up to me.
“Hunh,” my father snorted and nodded.
“Hello. Good morning. I’m Billie Jean King,” she said.
Two days later, the girl in the striped pantsuit called me and offered me the job as copy editor for
I mumbled. She shook my hand muscularly. My three rings rubbed together and dug into the
sides of my fingers. It hurt and left a red dent. Her arms rippled like a shark. She looked just like I

Billie Jean King’s new magazine. Yippee. Yippee. Yippee. This was very good news—and yet
not unexpected. I was feeling strong.

expected her to. She had that dark sort of rock ‘n’ roll and sort of mullet hair. The aviator glasses
and the clear blue eyes ringed by curly black lashes.

My mother was listening a half inch from my face. When she heard the news, she let out a
whoop and a holler. It was the freest sound I had ever heard her make. She sounded like a cow-

I expected more from her clothes. A brown polyester shirt with cap sleeves and snaps? I mean.
“Nice to meet you,” I managed to emit.

girl or a sea lion. She jumped int the air.
I didn’t jump. I’m not sure I had ever jumped in my life. I had a low center of gravity. And a
high level of containment.

“Nice to meet you,” she blew back. She walked into her husband’s office. Her powerful thighs
audibly rubbed together. They sounded like paper.

But I felt a joy—a little tinge of it. My inner grump shut up.

I was fame-stunned. I got into my car and drove right to Stockton. I told my parents about Billie
Jean King first thing. Big news.
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Chapter 21: Red Bed
Leanne Grabel

In red, you feel naked
even when you are dressed.
Chloe Thurlow
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I had a lot of sex in that bed under that gorgeous brocade shawl. It had red tassled edging that
was soft as bellies. I don’t remember much. I remember feeling ashamed and embarrassed
I found an apartment in a small, L-shaped fourplex, built in the 1920s. It was pink stucco. It was

once—when Eddie Van Cliburn pulled out right in the middle of everything. He sat up and

in Menlo Park. It took thirteen minutes on the 101 to get to my new job, which was right off the

said he was in love with Wendy Wilson. I remember that.

freeway.
To me, sex was not an expression of love. It was a fast blast of pleasure. A bubble bath. Ballast.
My apartment had lots of arches. And a black and white tiled floor. I detached the queen-sized

According to my therapeutic theory, sex was propelling me into the positive numbers. I had

murphy bed from the closet, and I placed it in the middle of the living room. I covered the bed

far to go. I started in Hell.

in a brocade shawl that was as crimson as lips.
The women who worked at WomenMove were fabulous. I’d never met women anything like
Jack Benny bought that shawl from his wife, Mary. And Mary had sent it to my mom. They

them. They were hip, self-contained, confident, sophisticated, stylish. They wore beautifully

were cousins (I’m not kidding). But my mother didn’t wear red. She said red was a Mexican

tailored suits with razor-sharp pleated trousers. They wore expensive blouses like saucy whis-

color—like purple. So she gave the shawl to me.

pers that neatly revealed just a sliver of their lean cleavages. They wore magnificent shoes and
had magnificent legs to the sky.
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Chapter 22: My Left Stomach
Ache
Leanne Grabel

They had names like Rosalind and Tangerine. There were no Karens or Susans. They exuded Power and Sexuality and Honest Gender Evolution like they were wearing an expensive
(yet barely noticeable) French perfume. I was in awe. And I was in love, in a way—not so much
with these women, exactly, but with how they presented themselves.

The abdomen is the reason
why man does not easily
take himself for god.

I stared too long. Laughed too long. I was clumsy. I dribbled. I was holding on by a thread.
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And Poppy was a dresser. I remember that day—the day I first got the stomach ache—he
was wearing a celery green linen shirt and chocolate brown slacks with a matching brown
I think it was the second week of the new job when I got the stomach ache. It was deep and in-

leather belt and shoes.

sistent like a tuba. Or a conscience. I remembered having the exact same stomach ache when I
was six. I remembered I was throwing pebbles into a stream in California’s gold country. It was

Poppy never got mad. Poppy never raised his voice. Poppy never griped or complained. It

a day trip. I was with my mother, father, brother, sister and grandparents on my mother’s side.

was such a relief.

I really loved my grandparents. They were quiet and soothing, which was the opposite of my

When I first got the stomach ache when I was six, my mother, father, brother, sister and

parents. Poppy was a gentle man. It was such a welcome relief. He was also red-headed and

grandmother were all sitting at a picnic table under some oak trees eating barbecued chick-

blue-eyed. The opposite of the rest of us.

en that was burned black. That was how my father liked it. There was a large bowl of Nanny’s legendary cole slaw on the table (the trick was blending a little raw grated onion and its
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juices with a little sugar into the dressing).
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Poppy led me to the flattest part of the riverbank. He told me to lie down on my stomach. And
he gently rubbed the small of my back.
“Try going eah!” My father yelled over from the table with his mouth full. Eah was what my
family called shitting. Going eah eah. Rhymes with yeah yeah. I squatted in the dirt behind a bush.
And I pushed as hard as I could. All that came out was a couple of tiny dark pellets about the
size of raisins.
Poppy told me to lie down again on the smooth rocks. He continued to gently rub my back. I
guess eventually the pain went away.
But this new adult version of the stomach ache didn’t go away. And here I was in the second
week of my perfect all-American future. And Poppy was already dead.
My first thought was CATASTROPHE. The fattest and meanest and dirtiest finger up the
ass. I was going to die. After two full weeks, I went to the doctor. The doctor told me I had
anxiety. And I should stop drinking coffee. And I should stop worrying. Be calmer. Be kinder.
And I should eat two pounds of steamed beets twice a day for two weeks.

So I went home and ate beets. And I lay on the kitchen floor and thought of Poppy. Then I
hung my stomach over a wooden chair and let the slats dig into my guts. Within four days,
the stomach ache passed, along with about a boatload of bloody beets.
On Tuesday of my fifth week at WomenMove, the CFO stood up in the middle of our first
all-staff meeting during a lull in the conversation about Diana Nyad and said, “Don’t you
think Nina has an old soul?”
This was during a lull in a discussion about Pete Hamill. The CFO was a large woman
the others called the Wizard. They said she was a financial genius, had the magic. She had
orange hair and a full mask of freckles. She always wore so-called peasant blouses with gi-
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gantic sleeves and long skirts the size of circus tents.
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There were two dozen people at the meeting. They all looked at me when she said that. And
then looked back at the Wizard quizzically. It was immediately obvious most had never even

“It just means that you’ve been around. You’ve seen the ugly. It means you have something

given me a thought. They may not have even noticed me before.

sad and wise in your eyes. It’s a good thing.”

I was frozen. The editor was annoyed by the distraction. She crossed, uncrossed and re-

“Oh,” I said.

crossed her slender legs. She was wearing chocolate suede heels and a striped linen sheath
dress. Everybody stopped and looked at her legs.

Then the editor started having an affair with the sixteen-year-old janitor, Gregory, who
was shaped like a pear. Then the art director, Cleo, left her gorgeous husband, Max, for

“Shall we get back to business?” she dripped, her impatience like syrup.

Germaine, who was a green-eyed sportswriter with an equine head of white hair. And Tourette’s that displayed in random shrugs and stutters. Then the Wizard started having an

Later I asked Gabardine what it even meant to have an old soul because I didn’t really know

affair with the assistant editor, Flamenco, who was an ex-Olympic backstroker with now

what that meant.

fifty new pounds of body fat. It bothered me.
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About two weeks later, I sent out what I thought was a hilarious memo to the entire staff. It
Then Germaine invited me to a birthday party. All the cool women were going. I was excit-

was a directive to move the whole operation outside, where the weather was perfect every

ed and scared. I was also hoping to fall for one of them at the party. I wanted to be like them.

day—in the upper seventies and clear. I said we all looked like albinos. I thought it was funny.

I wanted to do what they did.
The editor became enraged (Gregory, the sixteen-year-old janitor I mentioned, who looked
I sat in an easy chair in the living room for most of the party with my legs folded under like

like a pear, was really the only one who found the memo funny). The editor called an emer-

paper clips. I focused on the most beautiful women there. I tried to stir up sexual feelings.

gency meeting and gave an impassioned speech about how the West Coast was slack and

I stared and I waited for arousal. I folded and unfolded my legs. I felt nothing at all. It was

childish and ruled by a narcissism fueld by the sun.

very disappointing.
“I’m an award-winning East Coast magazine editor!” she exlaimed. “And this is going to
be an award-winning West Coast magazine run at an East Coast pace with an East Coast
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aesthetic! And if that doesn’t work for anyone in this room, I’d advise you to leave now!”
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Oy. This wasn’t working. Adult Life. I was drowning in annoyance. Everything was annoying me. Especially the editor. She rode around on her high white horse. And yet she was
having an affair with a sixteen-year-old, pear-shaped boy. She had two small children and a
husband who looked like Dustin Hoffman in The Graduate at home! It irritated me.
Then she told me to edit out the women’s equality stance in one of her cover stories. She
said Clairol didn’t really want much stance at all.
“But I thought the stance was the whole point of the whole magazine!” I was dismayed. I
shared my dismay with Germaine.
“W...w...wuh...wuh...wellll...well...” she said.
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I trudged into the editor’s office. Her pale silk blouse rippled in the choppy tide of her
outrage. She kicked off one gorgeous shoe. I noticed her toenails were slender and arced,
stained bordeaux.
“What?” She looked more annoyed than I did.
“I need to leave. It’s not right for me here. I want to go to Israel. And I want to visit a friend
who lives in a castle on the Thames River. I even have an old boyfriend in Germany. And
my grandmother is sick. And my dog ate my homework.”
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I looked at her only at the end. I felt meek and bold at the same time.
The editor said nothing. I waited for too long, expecting a little something. Nothing. I waited
until my skin began puckering in the sog of her disdain.
I finally scudded out.
I felt like a worm.
A happy worm.
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Affliction

Sac

Amy Barry

Gale Acuff

Incensed flames flicker,
an aching stillness hangs,
she longs to be elsewhere.
Warm breath creeps,
Intoxicated
like the first time she danced
with her lover—
her soul ignites,
across the scuffed wooden floor,
she pirouettes.
Sweat on brow,
feverish perfumed passion,
fingers trace as if unsure.
Storm-tossed,
she is peeled;
A promise to the night,
she arrives.
The Flower Duet ends.
But memories linger
like watchful ghosts.

When Jesus died for my sins where was I
I asked Miss Hooker after Sunday School
this morning, I mean, I wasn’t even
born yet. Miss Hooker has red hair and green
eyes and other marks of beauty and she
reminds me of someone from the Bible,
a lady I mean, but I can’t call forth
the name and I don’t read the Good Book much,
it might put Miss Hooker out of a job
if I mastered it all and me only
ten years old to her twenty-five so what
would there be left for her to teach me but
I want to have mercy on her, she’s big
on mercy or at least Jesus was and
she’s big on Him and the Holy Ghost and
of course God, who somehow is all three, don’t
ask me how but that’s why it’s religion
though it seems more like geometry but
back to my question I asked Miss Hooker
when my classmates had gone and it was just
us, or maybe I mean we, two, I might
be smart but I’m no brain, so after she
smiled and then frowned at the question she took
off her glasses and held them at arm’s length
from her and of course she couldn’t have held
them any farther from her but that’s not
important now but anyway then she
put them back on and looked at me again
and said, You were waiting to be born, Gale,
and I said, Well, I must’ve been waiting
a long time, and Miss Hooker said, Well, you
were worth the wait, which sort of shut me up,
I didn’t know whether to cry or say
Thank you or a little but of both and
while I was weak she hit me with And now
it’s time for you to be born again, saved
that is, so whenever you want to pray
“The Sinner’s Prayer” with me, let me know.
Jesus died for my sins even when I
wasn’t alive, at least as a person,
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that’s what I call a sacrifice is what
I told Miss Hooker before I walked home. This
is true, she said. Well, if He didn’t love
me, I said, He must’ve been out of His
mind. She didn’t say anything, just kept
looking into my eyes without smiling
or frowning. So now she knows who I am.

Four Bits
Gale Acuff
I’m going to die someday and then I’ll
go to Heaven or Hell, Miss Hooker says,
she’s my Sunday School teacher and I love
her and want to marry her one day, that
should probably be before I die or
she does or both except she’s twenty-five
and I’m only ten but in a few years
I’ll be a man or almost and doing
what men do, whatever that is, most men
I know don’t do very much except work
and then not a lot of that but I mean
they shave and drive and shave and drive some more
and don’t sleep alone but with their wives but
sometimes Father likes the couch or if he
doesn’t really like it I find him there
some mornings and watch him sleep and hear him
snoring, too, even from my room, upstairs,
but anyway he mows the grass and buys
the Mogen David for Mother and Schlitz
for himself and for me a couple of
pickled eggs or some Raisinets and last
Friday evening I got both along with
my fifty-cent allowance. Anyway
last Sunday morning when he woke up on
the couch and I was headed out the door
for Sunday School I asked if he thought
he’d be going to Heaven when he died
and he said, Bring me a cup of coffee
and I’ll answer that—better yet, bring me
a beer, but there wasn’t any left so
I brought the Mogen David and a cup
and poured it for him, it’s made of grapes but
they’re special, they make Mother silly and
sometimes sad. So Father drank it down fast
and I poured him another and he said
Thanks, don’t tell your mother, here, have a sip
yourself, which I did, I always do but
he and Mother don’t know it—it’s the blood
of Jesus but in church all we get is
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straight juice. I wonder if I’ll go to Hell
for tasting it, wine I mean, for tasting
it also because I’m young and didn’t
ask permission, which is like stealing, which
is a sin, too. I put the bottle up
but added a little water to it
to make it seem substantial still, then said
goodbye to Father. Pray for me, he said,
which he never said before, which is why
I’ve been thinking about death nowadays
but anyway after Sunday School class
this morning and before I traipsed home I
asked Miss Hooker if she’d marry me when
I’m old enough, sixteen maybe, and she
said that we’d have to wait and see so I
said, Well, I can’t wait forever, you know,
and she laughed and said, If you love me, then
you must. This is one thing good about death.

On Marriage: A Sonnet
Matthew Peluso
Oh, Marriage! why dost thou murdereth love?
Hast thou no reverence for the heart’s path?
You taketh two who were handeth in glove
And breakest them into mere shards of glass
Lovers once, now litigious and vengeful
Who shall taketh the 401keth?
And other such piddling pats of pure bull
Shite! Say I, reason choked of all its breath 					
Division of bairn into slots of time
Shall we killeth all the divorce lawyers?
Perhaps for the judges do the bells chime
Both revel in playing the destroyer
Nay, ‘tis the concept that ensures love’s death
Pray, just say fucketh to the whole thingeth
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Pigeons Now Live in the Ruins

Masks

Margarita Serafimova

Joseph Buehler

Pigeons now live in the ruins of the old island houses
with remnants of lofty and limited interiors,
an expression of the desire of people—
during the times of the rich captains,
for a refined touch to life, and of their fears.
They live, those beautiful fears, today,
and abruptly take off with a strong flap of the wings
through the lack of a roof into the free sky.

O.k. Gladys, if you would just relax
you would find that the procedure
is quite harmless, in and of itself,
unless, of course, we might run into
complications, which are quite common
in the European countries, but here,
of course, in the good old United States,
they are rarely of much concern, especially
since our equipment is so up to date—we
haven’t lost anyone in quite a while—with
the possible exception of Ecuadorians.
It seems that, for some unknown reason,
they are susceptible to this type of—ah—
procedure while under the knife, so to speak,
and we seem to lose a goodly percentage of
them. So, since you obviously have none of
their particular characteristics, there is very
little danger to speak of.
So if you will just lie back and breathe deeply
into the rubber cone—that’s the ticket—we
can get started with the operation. It shouldn’t
take more than four or five hours at the most.
Good! She’s out. Janice, will you hand me the
scalpel—no!—not that one you fool!—the big
extra sharp one. And put on your mask! I’m
the only one around here who doesn’t require a
mask! Chip, do you have the saw ready? Well,
go get a clean one! Do you think we have all
night? And put your mask on! How many times
do I have to tell you people anyway? Put your
mask on! That’s the ticket!
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Face-scape

Emerald Eyes

Syed Zaman

Syed Zaman

Your face still beams
Through those black, bare, barren branches—
Freely flaring, waking me, still,
From a dream within dreams—
Whose roots dig deep, in those dares to desire,
Tender textures of time—
When I knew nothing about love—
But of you, love—you as mine—
How the tip of your tongue had touched the
Rosary of tears on my weeping face,
And when the wind would blow in from the balcony,
As you would hold my gentle gaze.
Remnants of monsoon, puddles of residual rain—
Through the weight of the bed sheets, the flailing
Folds of the curtains, through those thin walls would
Enter—whispers—of predictable pain—
How we’ve collected and gathered these fragments
Of our then universe, how we’ve arranged them,
Without any particular order—
Only to rearrange—
Only to realize, for once, that for something to
Remain the same—some things—do shift—
While others—tend to change.

My gaze would follow the fallen
Lines of your spine—
Those intricately woven waves of
Musical planets perfectly aligned—
As lyrically abstract as Rothko’s—
Black on Maroon—
A costumed heart whose mocking
Wounds—bruised blue by the moon.
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I would listen to the silence in your
Long languid breaths—
Threatened by
Ravages of time dancing life into death—
A noiseless palace of perforated
Photographs and painterly wars
That was where I had heard your heart—
The emblems of emerald and clear quartz.
Our eyes had met there, maybe, once or twice—
Between wistful whispers, and a few painful lies.
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Paused Daydream

We Were Only Children

Syed Zaman

Layla Lenhardt

I’m breathing...
Beneath the feathers of your lashes—
Amid twilight tunes and piano keys.
You’re improvising impressionistic movements—
Oh how those melancholic fingers—how they
Peel poetry off of the flesh of hope.
In a sea of souls—
I can hear the sound of the ocean...
I have...echo endlessly—
A thousand times.
But darling, why—
Why have you closed your eyes?
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The night of the meteor shower was frigid
like a nun and we hiked all around campus
to see it. You were all bones and sharpness
and I was all arms and heart,
pulsing like a dog’s tongue.
You laid beside me on the dead earth,
in our frozen empire while the sky
fluttered apart above us. I had a button
from your black peacoat in the left pocket of
my white peacoat and I ran my fingers
over its smooth roundness. I wanted to keep
this little part of you a secret, hidden with me
forever. You were humming Sufjan and in your eyes,
I believed I could see the beestings and bell flowers
of my childhood. Later, I cut your hair
in your sister’s yellow kitchen. I held the safety
scissors with motherly care, and for the first time,
I loved that place, though I knew
you would leave me alone in it.
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Standing in the Rain

Summer Storm

Xavier Jones

Xavier Jones

Standing in the rain
For whom I do not know
I cannot say how long
I’ll be standing in the rain

Strike me with your lightning
And shake me with your thunder
It is well that I topple from trembling
That I may tumble from down in this torrent
As the rain races to rescue a land in a drought
Envelop me, summer rain
Let it all begin
With your kiss

Standing in the rain
Alone braving the cold
Longing to be warm again
To stop standing in the rain
Standing in the rain
No longer will I move
I’ll simply wait to be found
Out here standing in the rain
Standing in the rain
The storm I do not fear
For it best hides my silent tears
When I’m standing in the rain
Standing in the rain
I hope I’m not too late
Lest my hope just go to waste
By my standing in the rain
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CRITICISM
Penelope vs. Helen: The Two Tropes of Women as Reimagined By Margaret Atwood in The
Penelopiad
Genna Rivieccio

I

n a time that is theoretically meant to
represent all manner of possibility and “openness,”
it would appear as though, somehow, we are still left
with only the black and white emblems: virgin or
whore. Intelligent or fuckable (and, in both cases, it
means rapeable, for a misogynist sees all vagina as
“fair game” for taking out rage). With this lack of
any real shift in gender views beneath the very easily
penetrable surface, it makes sense that Margaret
Atwood should hone in on both Penelope and Helen
from The Odyssey as a means to accent the longstanding and persistent short-sightedness of what
a woman “can be.” Additionally, Atwood lends a
more specific emphasis on the story of the
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twelve hanged maids that had been Penelope’s loyal
subjects—even helping her to unravel the shroud
(in secret, at night of course) she is weaving as a
means to promise her many suitors that have come
to court her in Odysseus’ absence that she will make
a decision about who to marry once she finishes
making it for her father-in-law.
Of course, since she’s “clever” and not
“beautiful,” Penelope is only doing this as a means to
buy as much time as possible, fully aware that none
of them are interested in her for her looks, therefore
love, but simply want to pluck up her dowry and real
estate, even if Ithaca is one of the more bumpkin
parts of Greece.
Atwood, who has increasingly become a
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beacon of feminist literature as
The Handmaid’s Tale gains evermore
favor (thanks to a TV show and not
the book itself), is perhaps the only
author that could have reimagined
The Odyssey from the perspective of
Penelope, forever saddled with the
repuation of “virtue” for 1) being
intelligent (for a woman at least) and

Penelope vs. Helen: The Two Tropes of Women as Reimagined by Margaret Atwood in The Penelopiad - Genna Rivieccio
Helen as another (“hot” enough to
warrant bloodshed, but certainly not
loyal).
In order to get into the
headspace of what Penelope might
have been feeling during the twentyyear absence of Odysseus, Atwood
researched beyond the confines
of Homer’s story itself, looking

was published in 2005). Explaining
that it’s taken her this long to
get around to setting the record
straight, she insists it’s because “it’s
a low art, tale-telling” and “there’s
nothing more preposterous than an
aristocrat fumbling around with the
arts.” Yes, it’s true, but death—the
great equalizer—permits Penelope

“And there it is, that handicap that continues to hold all
women back no matter which
of the two archetypes created
by men that they fall into: the
desire to be desired.”
2) waiting all those years for Odysseus
to return.
In Atwood’s vision, however,
Penelope is merely a victim of her
time and Odysseus’ smooth-talking
abilities (so common among the
narcissist’s repertoire). So it is that
her own legend gets lost and falsely
painted against Odysseus’ more
epic—therefore more “important”—
one. To worsen matters is her
circumstance of birth to Icarius of
Troy, making her cousin to the vapid
and self-involved Helen of Troy.
While both women might
have shared similar physical attributes
(being blood-related and all), the
male need to bifurcate their view of a
woman into two tropes likely resulted
in a hyper-stylized rendering of
Penelope as one way (constant) and
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to the oral history of the myth to
find something in “the details of
Penelope’s parentage, her early life
and marriage.” Underlying Atwood’s
fascination with what “Penelope
[was] really up to” are the twelve
maids that Odysseus orders to be
slaughtered for his assumption that
they are somehow in league with the
suitors that have been infiltrating his
castle.
As Atwood says of this harsh
and abrupt plot point, “I’ve always
been haunted by the hanged maids;
and in The Penelopiad, so is Penelope
herself.”
Thus, we are allowed
entrance into Penelope’s fraught with
guilt mind as she reflects back on
the incident from the Hades of the
twenty-first century (The Penelopiad

the poor person’s luxury of being a
raconteur (raconteuse, rather).
Being that Greek narratives
pretty much laid the groundwork
for all diagnoses of psychological
disorders,
Penelope’s
charged
dynamic with Daddy, who tried to
drown her when she was a child due
to some oracle’s false prophecy, set
the tone for a lifelong “mistrust of
other people’s intentions.”
Helen, luckily and unluckily,
was not someone whose selfserving intentions ever needed to
be questioned, a source of frequent
resentment for Penelope as she
remarks, “I was famous, yes—ask
anyone—but for some reason they
didn’t want to see me, whereas my
cousin Helen was much in demand.
I wasn’t known for doing anything

notorious, especially of a sexual
nature, and she was nothing if
not infamous.” The not so subtle
undertones of jealousy in Penelope’s
voice flare up once more as she notes,
“As for me...well, people told me I
was beautiful, they had to tell me that
because I was a princess, and shortly
after that a queen, but the truth was
that although I was not deformed or
ugly, I was nothing special to look at.
I was smart, though: considering the
times, very smart.”
Delivered with the embittered
tones of a woman who abhors the
societally backed expectation that
if you are not pretty then you must
be smart, and vice versa (after all,
a beautiful woman has no use or
need of book-learnin’, does she?),
Penelope makes her distaste for her
“assignation” in life apparent. For
good rancorous measure, Penelope
adds, “That seems to be what I was
known for: being smart. That, and
my weaving, and my devotion to
my husband, and my discretion.”
Not exactly a testament to that old
chestnut, “Well-behaved women
rarely make history.” Even so, as is the
case now more than ever, men were
incentivized to marry her because of
the material benefit such an alliance
could allow—Odysseus being among
those men to compete. Despite his
usual underhandedness in “winning”
her, Penelope recognizes, “I know it
isn’t me they’re after, not Penelope...
It’s only what comes with me—the
royal connection, the pile of glittering
junk. No man will ever kill himself
for love of me.” And there it is, that
handicap that continues to hold all
women back no matter which of the
two archetypes created by men that
they fall into: the desire to be desired.
Not ever feeling as though
she was “enough” despite the pity
commendations for her cleverness,
Penelope experiences further rage
toward Helen for her own “lack,”

so effortless it is for her cousin to
invoke the “I’ll die for you” sort of
love that Penelope always craved but
never received. With a combination
of ruefulness and acridity, Penelope
expounds, “I was not a man-eater, I
was not a siren, I was not like cousin
Helen who loved to make conquests
just to show she could.”
This blatant tinge of jealousy
is what plagues not just Penelope and
her ill-fated maids, but any woman
who feels “less than” as a result of
how men react to their looks. So
it goes that intelligence is forever
devalued, viewed as second fiddle to
what attractiveness can procure (the
ephemeral affections of men). What’s
worse, it conditions the adversarial
nature of women to compete with
their own kind over men who treat
them as objects more than people
anyway. Thus, Helen is spurred to
goad Penelope more than she might
were it not for the conditioning
of “procuring” the ideal male
response to her aesthetic, taunting
Penelope with the condescension,
“You wouldn’t have any idea of how
exhausting it is, having such vast
numbers of men quarrelling over
you, year after year. Divine beauty is
such a burden. At least you’ve been
spared that.” In one of the most
prime instances of a back-handed
compliment,
Helen
essentially
“consoles” her with the fact that she
at least has her “acumen” to keep her
warm at night. Because if a woman
can’t be jaw-droppingly stunning, she
would do well, like Penelope, to serve
up a mixture of both intelligence and
kindness—though more of the latter
in practice, for, as Penelope points
out, “...cleverness is a quality a man
likes to have in his wife as long as she
is some distance away from him. Up
close, he’ll take kindness any day of
the week, if there’s nothing more
alluring to be had.”
That Odysseus must leave

Penelope to go to war with Troy
over Helen only accents the reality
Penelope was already too well aware
of: aesthetics are far more influential
than “brains.” Even still, Penelope
does her best to be obsequious toward
Odysseus despite knowing that she
will never captivate his attention the
way she wants, as most succinctly
evidenced by pretending not to
recognize Odysseus in disguise upon
his return, instructing the maids to
keep it to themselves as well—most
especially from the suitors—resolving,
“...it’s always an imprudence to step
between a man and the reflection
of his own cleverness.” So it is that
Odysseus is given the continued
luxury of genuinely believing in his
so-called trenchancy, of the very kind
that Penelope debunks by painting
Odysseus as a drunk with delusions
of grandeur, claiming to have fought
a cyclops when, in fact, it was a oneeyed bartender.
Between myth and the
patriarchal biases that create it,
somewhere lies the truth—and it is
the aim of The Penelopiad to tell it as
Penelope would. To apologize for
the maids being collateral damage
in Odysseus’ quest to reassert his
dominance over the castle, naturally
presuming that somehow the
“whorish” women that the suitors
raped were responsible, at least in
part, for the siege upon his property,
clearly making it even more inviting
for the knaves to stay because of their
harlotry.
Penelope,
accordingly,
can’t help but blame herself, feeling
almost entirely responsible for the
savage murder of women who were
essentially punished for that which
Helen was constantly lauded for:
being young and beautiful (said
in the intonation of the Lana Del
Rey song of the same name). The
only difference being, alas, their
circumstance of birth into conditions
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that set them up to be no better than
slaves. For just as women will likely
always be lumped into one of two
categories, virgin or whore, so, too,
will wealthy and poor be divided into
relevant and not—worth something
and sans value. As they are, if nothing
else, permitted the “decadence”
of haunting both Penelope and
Odysseus in Hades, the maids speak
of their own dreams and wants for
that rare and purely circumstantial
opportunity to be princesses, to have
been able to experience the joy of a
childhood that gave them freedom,
a chance to dance and sing and play
(just as any white middle class child
of the present). And they ponder
if, had they been given the gift of
premonition, they might not have
killed Telemachus (Penelope and
Odysseus’ son) before he had the
chance to kill them. But, of course,
it’s just one of the many discrepancies
between their lives and the privileged
one of Telemachus.
To boot, Telemachus and
Odysseus’ inexplicable need to
expunge the maids despite having no
real evidence to prove any of their
wrongdoing adds fuel to the fire of
the not so latent male need to destroy
any potential for a matriarchy, no
matter how microcosmic in terms.
Atwood, executing a sendup
of English poet and novelist Robert
Graves’ theory of a “matriarchal
lunar cult,” proffers that the root
cause of the maids’ slaughter came
from a desire to eliminate any risk
of patriarchal “defiance,” with
Penelope acting in the role of Mother
Goddess only to sell her own sistren
down the provebial river for the sake
of reflexively allowing the man—
her king—his “right” to reclaim his
power.
A lecture from the maids on
this concept of a matriarchy lunar
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cult, complete with mention of the
period cycle as it relates to the moon,
concludes with a quote from Elementary
Structures of Kinship by Claude LéviStrauss, in which he states, “Consider
us pure symbol. We’re no more real
than money.” But oh, try telling that
to Penelope, whose haunting daily by
the maids accusing her of complicity
in their death is only all too real.
And what Atwood leaves us
all wondering, as women, is: are we
each just as complicit in our own
inability to permanently topple the
patriarchy for our senitmentality
when it comes to our sometimes literal
attachment to a certain appendage?
An entity that is, like the maids, both
pure symbol and pure reality in our
day-to-day battle against it.
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